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A. Introduction and Purpose 
 
The Schmidlapp-Humes property in the Village of Mill Neck, Long Island, New York has a 
cultural landscape with valuable natural, historic and ecological resources.  With a history 
as a working agricultural landscape, residence and public gardens, this landscape 
experienced both change and continuity in the last century.  
 
Purchased by Carl Jacob Schmidlapp, Vice President and founder of the Chase National 
Bank, and his wife, Frances Cooper Klein Schmidlapp, in 1924, the property was envisioned 
as rural family retreat.  The Schmidlapps renovated a Colonial era mill house as Rumpus 
House, their residence with gardens adjacent to a pond. They had noted professionals 
design a complex landscape of drive, paths, steps, plantings and features including a 
swimming pool and tennis court. The Rumpus House area they shaped includes the 
designed landscapes by notable landscape architects Ellen Biddle Shipman, Ferruccio 
Vitale, Vitale and Geffiert and Richard K. Webel and Umberto Innocenti, Innocenti & Webel. 
The Schmidlapps also developed and repurposed older structures providing service 
buildings and staff residences.  
 
The property passed to their daughter, Jean Cooper Schmidlapp Humes, and John Humes, 
her husband. The Humes family expanded the residential use of the property, 
commissioned the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden, and opened that garden to the public 
during their years as landscape stewards. The children of Jean and John Humes inherited 
the property after her death in 2000. Subsequently, they negotiated the sale of acreage to 
Nassau County and the North Shore Land Alliance (Land Alliance) for conservation. This 
cultural landscape report is developed for the Land Alliance to inform their stewardship.  
 
The Schmidlapp-Humes rolling acreage includes field, woodland and water features along 
with several structures and gardens, shaped by people and nature. It is adjacent to lands 
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held by the North Shore Wildlife Sanctuary and Nassau County. These three conserved 
landscapes form a contiguous area of nearly 150 acres, an important large holding of 
cultural and natural landscape resources for conservation and preservation in this densely 
settled area of Long Island. 
 
The 30 acres held by the Land Alliance, and the county-owned adjacent woodlands along 
Dogwood Lane, form the focus of this Schmidlapp-Humes Cultural Landscape Report Part 
1: History, Existing Landscape and Analysis (SH CLR1), carried out by Heritage Landscapes 
LLC (HL) in collaboration with the Land Alliance. HL provided professional services in the 
fields of landscape architecture, history, horticulture and project management in 
developing the SH CLR1. Patricia M. O’Donnell, FASLA, Fellow of US/ICOMOS, AICP, 
principal of HL, is a licensed landscape architect in New York and served as principal in 
charge of the project. The HL project team included Peter F. Viteretto, ASLA, Beth Faragan 
Powell, Associate ASLA and Thomas Helmkamp, ASLA.  This work was guided by the Land 
Alliance leadership and team members including Nina Muller, Campaign Director serving 
as project manager, Lisa Ott, President and CEO, Jane Jackson, Director of Stewardship and 
Meghan Leverock, Associate Director of Stewardship.  Additional research assistance was 
provided by Mary Schmutz, Humes Japanese Stroll Garden Manager.  
 
The steward of this landscape, the not-for-profit Land Alliance, preserves open land and 
significant ecological and historic properties through strategic acquisition and 
management. While protection of historical sites is part of the Land Alliance mission, much 
of Land Alliance holdings are ecological landscapes and farm lands. The Schmidlapp-Humes 
property provides an opportunity to both bolster the historic and cultural landscape 
portion of the Land Alliance mission and provide an assessment framework for future 
historic site acquisitions. The Land Alliance targets for the Schmidlapp-Humes property 
include: 
 
 Conserve land and habitat 
 Preserve and manage historic property character 
 Increase appreciation of this property within the larger watershed area  
 Provide public access to the landscape and Humes Japanese Stroll Garden  
 Foster appropriate recreational uses such as walking, running, biking and nature 

observation 
 Enlarge opportunities to learn the many stories of this unique property 

 
The Land Alliance has no intention to restore the overall property as an estate or public 
garden. Rather, they believe the combination of field, woodland, garden, drive and path 
features offers broad public access for simple enjoyment through recreation and learning 
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uses. The existing circulation system and varied landscape differs from other conservation 
areas with rugged hiking trails. Former drives allow easy access that should engage a 
broader public of more varied physical abilities.  
 
This SH CLR1 supports the Land Alliance property targets through documentation and 
communication of the history of this landscape to guide ongoing stewardship.  In addition, 
the property has been determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places as a district. The historic significance and integrity of the property’s buildings and 
landscape make it regionally important. This foundational cultural landscape history, 
existing character and analysis documentation is a resource for developing the National 
Register nomination. The SH CLR1 will serve into the future as a valuable reference 
document that captures Schmidlapp and Humes intent, evolution and character of this 
landscape as a baseline for the future.  
 
A separate study titled Schmidlapp‐Humes	Estate	Cultural	Resource	Inventory (SHECLI), 
prepared by Gregory G. Dietrich, investigates the property ownership chronology, design 
imprints, evolution and historic significance. The Dietrich report also serves as a landscape 
history reference for this work. 

 
 

B. SH CLR1 Scope and Methods  
 

The starting point for this SH CLR1 is recognition of this property as a cultural landscape, a 
combined work of humanity and nature. The landscape holds both continuity and change 
from simple passage of time and human interventions. For this property, the Schmidlapp 
and Humes families successively altered the landscape while generally retaining the 
imprints of earlier efforts. Intertwined and inseparable, cultural and natural landscape 
assets of this unique property are presented in this report to assess continuity and change 
over time. As expected in environmental systems, cycles of freeze and thaw, growth and 
decline and erosion and accretion affect change on the landscape and can create ripple 
effects. As is the case at this property, human culture is influenced by natural systems and, 
in turn, land development actions change the course of natural systems. Dynamics of 
human culture and nature interrelate, as recognized in the discussion of the landscape 
history, integrity and significance.  
 
This SH CLR1 documents the landscape history and evolution of the Schmidlapp-Humes 
landscape stewardship to the present and assesses the contemporary landscape integrity. 
This report complies with landscape preservation standards and guidelines adhering to 
accepted professional practice and conforms to federal cultural landscape preservation 
guidance found in best practices reference documents that include: 
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 Birnbaum, Charles with Christine Capella Peters, Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for the 
Treatment of Cultural Landscapes, US DOI, NPS, Historic Landscape Initiative, 1996; 

 Page, Robert, et al, A Guide to Cultural Landscape Reports: Contents, Process, and 
Techniques, US DOI, NPS, Historic Landscape Initiative, 1996; 

 National Park Service Director’s Order #28: Cultural Resource Management, 1999; 
 National Park Service Preservation Brief 36: Protecting Cultural Landscapes, US DOI, 

NPS, Historic Landscape Initiative; 
 National Register Bulletin 18: How to Evaluate and Nominate Designed Historic 

Landscapes, US DOI, NPS, National Register Program; 
 National Register Bulletin 30: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Rural 

Historic Landscapes. 

 
SH CLR1 serves to collect and curate relevant documentation about the history, evolution 
and current status of the property and to assess the integrity and significance of the 
property as found today. As a cohesive foundation to understanding the richness of the 
property, this SH CLR1 supports the future development of cultural landscape report parts 
2 and 3. As prescribed by A	Guide	to	Cultural	Landscape	Reports	listed above, Part 2 tests 
alternatives to preserve, restore, rehabilitate or reconstruct the landscape; selects the most 
appropriate preservation treatment; and details that treatment in accordance with 
preservation goals. Part 2 may include a management philosophy, approach and annual 
inspection and maintenance calendar. Part 3 is a record of actions taken to implement 
preservation treatment, manage and steward the property, serving as an ongoing 
transcript of landscape evolution. The Land Alliance may choose to pursue these 
subsequent cultural landscape report components aligned to their mission to inform their 
next steps.  
 
The scope of work to gather and interpret historic and contemporary landscape 
information in accordance with the project contract scope included: 
 
 Project Kick-off Meeting and Property Walk 
 Historic Research, Narrative History and Period Plans  
 Existing Landscape Field Reconnaissance, Mapping and Narrative 
 Cultural Landscape Analysis and Statement of Integrity and Significance 

 
The Land Alliance holds varied archival materials and oral histories that were made 
available for study. Heritage Landscapes secured additional data in the office library and 
through online databases. Together this historic documentation and the Dietrich study 
provided a foundation for this report. Historic aerials, brochures, newsletters, magazine 
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articles and photographs along with books describing the works of landscape architects 
Ferruccio Vitale and Ellen Shipman were studied and compared to support and verify 
information to track and describe the evolution of the property employing multiple 
sources.  
 
The archival research was structured into a sequential landscape chronology that 
enumerated the major periods of landscape shaping: 
 
 Before 1924: Early Settlement and Agricultural Revolution 
 1925 to 1949: Schmidlapp Era, Initial Construction 
 1950 to 1969: Humes Era, Expansion 
 1970 to 2014: Humes Elaboration and Decline 

 
A detailed, illustrated historical narrative expands the chronology to describe the 
landscape’s evolution.  The point in time when the landscape most fully depicts the design 
intent Heritage Landscapes determined as 1969, the period of historic significance for the 
residential landscapes and field.  From the accumulated collection of imagery, historic 
narrative and field observation, historic data was extrapolated to inform a period plan that 
portrays the 1969 historic landscape. Subsequent modifications and expansion of the 
Humes Japanese Stroll Garden under the ownership of the Humes family focus on the 
completion and opening to the public of the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden in 1985. 
Ongoing management under Stephen Morrell and specific projects to build a new entrance 
gate in 2000 and to restore the tea house in 2012 recognize continuing evolution of the 
Humes Japanese Stroll Garden. 
 
Heritage Landscapes assembled a 2019 landscape base plan using the Land Alliance -
provided GIS mapping layers, aerial photographs, a boundary survey and historic design 
plans.  This conglomerate, supplemented with information gathered during field study 
including foot paths and significant tree locations, creates a comprehensive plan of the 
existing landscape. This report presents the L12.	2019	Landscape	Plan, with a descriptive 
narrative that details the character and lists the contributing features of the current 
landscape.  
 
Together the historic narrative and period plan and the existing landscape narrative and 
base plan provide the conceptual framework for landscape analysis. Using graphic aids 
comparison of the historic and existing landscapes highlights continuity and change over 
time from the 1930s to 2019. The analysis is illustrated with an aerial sequence and a 
comparison of the 1969 and 2019 landscape plans.  The identified continuity and change to 
contributing features of the Schmidlapp-Humes property informs a summary of landscape 
integrity and significance.  The SH CLR1 concludes with a summary of next steps to aid in 
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the continued stewardship of this cultural landscape. The report contains five chapters. 
Each chapter includes narrative and endnotes, tables and figures followed by 11x17” 
foldout plans and aerial photographs. 
 
Schmidlapp‐Humes	Landscape	Character	Areas		
This SH CLR1 subdivides the Schmidlapp-Humes property for study in five geographic 
areas shown on Plan	L1:		Landscape	Character	Areas	Plan.  These Landscape Character 
Area (LCA) boundaries follow existing or historic landscape features to frame and 
encapsulate the varied land uses, natural systems and character or discrete zones within 
the larger landscape. These individual LCAs provide a framework for focused, consistent 
attention in the narrative, tables and figures.  
 

 LCA 1 Designed Landscapes and Schmidlapp Residences: The eastern portion of the 
property with the main entry drive, sloping lawn, pond, gardens, swimming pool 
and tennis court for the Rumpus House and Rose Cottage. 
 

 LCA 2 Open Field with Stable Complex: The central field generally sloping south and 
historically open and in agricultural use, and the former Stables bordering Frost Mill 
Road, soon to be a private residence. 
 

 LCA 3 Designed Landscapes and Humes Residences: fronting on Oyster Bay Road 
around and uphill from the historic Tavern, later Humes house encompasses an area 
of steep slopes transitioned by paths and steps and retained by walls and graded 
flatter zones to hold the rose garden, swimming pool and fountain, tennis court and 
greenhouse wine cellar complex.  

 

 LCA 4 Humes Japanese Stroll Garden: the northwest portion of the property includes 
the designed Stroll Garden with paths, ponds, waterfall, weir, plantings, structures 
and elegant details in the traditional Japanese style, with the parking lot at Oyster 
Bay Road and Dogwood Lane. 

 

 LCA 5 Native Woodlands and Stream: a full canopy of native woodland to the north 
and east of the property on the acreage from the ridge sloping north to the stream 
along Dogwood Lane and to the east downhill to a stream and pond system. These 
woodlands were part of the original Schmidlapp holdings. 

 
Throughout this SH CLR1, description and discussion of the historic and existing landscape 
follows the sequence of these LCAs. 
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Schmidlapp‐Humes	Landscape	Contributing	Features 
To discuss cultural landscapes through a consistent methodology, national preservation 
guidance documents establish use of character-defining features which are also listed on 
National Register forms as contributing features (CFs).   The CFs are identified in the SH 
CLR1 as a series of specific, interrelated aspects of the cultural landscape comprising the 
interrelated and entwined cultural and natural features. CFs include: 
 
 Land Use & Spatial Organization – The shape and arrangement of elements are 

informed by natural features and landscape uses.  The Schmidlapp-Humes property 
is arranged around a large field with southern exposure, now partially overgrown. 
To the northwest, the highly articulated Humes Japanese Stroll Garden offers a 
unique series of spaces and land use. The north slopes support a native woodland 
dominated by red oak. Three residential clusters edge the property to the east, 
south and west. 
 

 Views & Visual Relationships – Views connect areas of the landscape and influence 
its overall experience. Views on the Schmidlapp-Humes property include a visual 
space around the Rumpus House with open views and views extending along 
interior drives. Today much of the open field is closed in with volunteer growth.  
 

 Topography & Drainage – Topography describes the level or sloping ground plane 
while surface drainage follows the slopes. Native topography can be altered by 
human manipulation, erosion and accretion. The Schmidlapp-Humes property has a 
ridge running east-west near the middle of the property. The topography is gently 
rolling to the south to a valley at Frost Mill Road. Grades descend to the east to a 
pond and stream system.  North of the primary ridge, topography steeply slopes 
under woodland cover to a stream along Dogwood Lane. 
 

 Circulation – Circulation describes the landscape of movement. The Schmidlapp-
Humes property includes a system of circulation comprised of a linked network of 
paths, roads, drives, and parking areas. These elements are described by materials, 
surface treatments, width, and alignment.  Two entry drives access the property. 
One from Frost Mill Road is framed in historic stone walls and extends to the 
circular turnaround at the front of Rumpus House and also uphill to the north. The 
second provides entry from Oyster Bay Road uphill to the Humes parking court and 
extends east along the ridge to meet the uphill drive. Paths, terraces and woodland 
trails provide landscape access and connect destinations. A separate parking area 
off of Dogwood Lane services the Stroll Garden and accesses pedestrian paths.  
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 Vegetation – Vegetation includes individual plants, gardens, planting beds, tree 
groves, woodland, agricultural fields, meadows and turf. The vegetative character on 
the Schmidlapp-Humes property varies from agricultural, naturalistic meadows and 
woodlands to formal, tended lawns and gardens, and highly designed and managed 
vegetation within the Stroll Garden. 
 

 Water Features – Both natural and created water features serve functional and 
aesthetic purposes. A pond on the eastern portion of the property and a stream 
flowing from west to east along the northern border of the property are natural 
features. A fountain basin and two swimming pools serve as residential landscape 
amenities. In the Stroll Garden, a double pond with weir and dry streams add detail 
and interest.   
 

 Landscape Structures & Buildings – The material, scale and style of buildings and 
non-habitable landscape structures influence the character of a landscape.  Three 
residential clusters with primary and secondary buildings are present.  The Stroll 
Garden includes a tea house and plant display. Tank, arbor, gates and boundary and 
retaining walls are also sited.  
 

 Furnishings & Objects – Furnishings such as lighting, fences, benches and signage 
and small objects such as stone lanterns, sundials and sculptures adorn the 
residential landscapes and Stroll Garden. 

 
These CFs are analyzed for each LCA through lists of contributing features under each 
heading described above, to explore continuity and change and to assess landscape 
integrity. CFs present in the 1969 and 2018 landscapes contribute to landscape integrity, 
which is the degree to which the historic and current landscape are the same or differ.  
 
Property	Names		
The nomenclature for the property, in terms of building and features names, is used 
consistently throughout this SH CLR1. The features of the property were named, based on 
historic documentation, on an aerial photo in the Schmidlapp-Humes Estate Cultural 
Resources Inventory (SHECLI), prepared by Gregory G. Dietrich to research and document 
the history of the property from indigenous and colonial periods to the present and to 
assess historic significance and integrity. The image with names for various features is 
credited to the SHECLI and included here for reference (Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1  Map of the Schmidlapp-Humes property with names shown. Courtesy SHSCLI, 
prepared by Gregory Dietrich, 2018. 
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A. Early Landscape History 
 

Evidence of habitation within the Schmidlapp-Humes property dates from prehistory. 
While there is limited documentation of the landscape before 1924, histories of peoples on 
the land provide clues to the use and appearance of the landscape.  
 
Chronology	
Native  Nahantic and Massapequa tribes inhabit the area  
1740  Grist mill house is built on Beaver Brook 
c.1750 Tavern House is constructed on Oyster Bay Road 
c.1810  Tavern House on Oyster Bay Road operates as a roadhouse called “Red  

Skin Tavern” owned by Valentine-Merritt and Cook’s Cottage operates as  
a supply store 

1815-1854 Grist mill at Beaver Brook continues to be in use, land at the Upper and 
Lower Francis Ponds in agricultural use 

1832-1847  Property in the vicinity of contemporary Stable Complex under ownership of 
Jemima Cock Baker who operates the farm and a boarding house with land 
used for crops and livestock 

c.1850  Building is constructed on Frost Mill Road as part of the Stable Complex 
c. 1921  Peter Cooper Bryce acquires the property, hires Peabody, Wilson & Brown to 

renovate the existing mill house (“Rumpus House”) and design a new garage 
and landscape to transform the farm to a country estate 

c. 1924 Estate includes multiple outbuildings including a greenhouse and two 
stocked trout streams1

 
Native	Peoples	Period		
The earliest evidence of indigenous peoples on Long Island is fluted spearpoints dating to 
before 7,000 BC. These native peoples were likely passing through this area as big game 
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hunters moving along rivers and the ocean coast. Archaeologists discovered numerous 
campsites on Long Island primarily along tidal bays and streams. Archaeological remains 
indicate camps of fifty people or fewer subsisting on a variety of steamed and charred 
foods including shellfish, deer, turtle and hickory nuts. Populations increased significantly 
between approximately 1000 BC and the time of first European contact in the 1600s.  
Camps grew to several acres in size as agriculture was introduced. Ceramic pottery forms 
indicate the presence of both the Windsor Culture, identified with the Nehantic tribe of 
coastal Connecticut, and the East River Culture, identified with the Massapequa tribe on the 
south shore of Long Island.2 
 
Both the Dutch and English purchased land on Long Island from the indigenous people. In 
1639, the Dutch East India Company purchased property including the Mill Neck area, 
originally known as “Matinecock” from the indigenous village on present-day Corn Creek 
called Mainnehouck.3 
 
Colonial	Ownership,	Land	Transfers	and	Uses	
Ownership of the property was disputed among the English, Dutch and indigenous people 
over decades. The Andros Patent issued by Governor Andros in 1676 incorporated the 
property into the Township of Oyster Bay.  Throughout the eighteenth century, this area 
was primarily a farming community known for crops of asparagus, onions and rhubarb.4 
 
The creek running west to east to meet Beaver Brook was known as Middle Run in the 
seventeenth century.  Isaac Horner purchased the land south of Middle Run from the 
Suscaneman and Werah Indian tribes in 1682 for purposes of building a mill on the Lower 
and Upper Francis Ponds.  Because he was unable to complete the project within six years, 
the property reverted to the Town and was sold to John Dewsbury, a miller.  Prominent 
local Henry Townsend and his sons sold the property north of Middle Run to Dewsbury 
between 1685 and 1687.  Likely as real estate speculation, the property was bought and 
sold multiple times across the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  By 1766, two 
homes and a barn with fulling and grist mills were built along Beaver Brook and the Upper 
and Lower Francis Ponds.5 These uses would have provided a service and product to 
nearby settlements. 
 
In 1815, David Cocks farmed the land at the Upper and Lower Francis Ponds while his son 
operated the grist mill.  Southwest of the grist mill on Oyster Bay Road, Jemima Cock Baker 
operated a farm and boarding house. Baker documented in a ledger the farming activity on 
the property between 1832 and 1847 including ploughing and sowing oat, rye, wheat and 
corn crops. The garden included potatoes, asparagus and strawberries as well as apples 
presumably from mature apple trees on the property. In addition to crops, the farm 
produced butter and ham and served as a boarding house. The 1870 agricultural census 
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states Jemima Baker’s holdings included ten acres of improved land, four acres unimproved 
land and livestock including two horses, three cows and four pigs.  George T. Allen took 
ownership of the land from his aunt, Jemima Baker, in 1873.  The agricultural census in 
1880 stated those holdings included fourteen acres of improved land and three acres of 
unimproved land.6  
 
The Tavern House on Oyster Bay Road was constructed in the mid eighteenth century and 
operated under the name “Red Skin Tavern.” The building is shown on an 1836 map and is 
later identified as the “B. Townsend” house.  It was occupied by several consecutive 
families through the nineteenth century.7  
 
An 1859 map shows an unidentified building within the property located on Frost Mill 
Road, later identified as the stables.8 
 
Improved transportation including rail, ferry and stagecoach between Long Island and New 
York City expanded the market for Oyster Bay produce and facilitated excursions from the 
city.  Around the 1889 date of the rail line reaching Oyster Bay, the North Shore of Long 
Island had begun to transform from a predominantly agrarian landscape to a landscape of 
estates and resort amenities for wealthy residents and vacationers. The trend of country 
estate construction continued into the twentieth century with large residences surrounded 
by outbuildings for recreation and agrarian pursuits of the popular “gentleman farmer” 
lifestyle.9  
 
Peter Cooper Bryce acquired the eastern portion of the property in the early twentieth 
century and engaged the services of architects Peabody, Wilson & Brown to design a new 
garage and renovations to an existing home.  Bryce remade the agrarian residence into a 
country estate complete with house, cottage, outbuildings and designed landscape which 
he sold to Carl J. Schmidlapp in 1924.10 

 
 

B. Schmidlapp with Shipman and Vitale, 1924 to 1933 
 

Carl J. Schmidlapp enlarged the Peter Cooper Bryce property through systematic 
acquisition of surrounding parcels to amass a 75-acre estate.  Schmidlapp and his wife, 
Frances D. Cooper Schmidlapp, divided their time between the Mill Neck estate and New 
York City.  By 1929, the property included their residence, hereafter referred to as the 
Rumpus House, and associated tool house and greenhouse, as well as pre-estate historic 
structures.  
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Chronology	
1924-1927 Schmidlapps purchase and agglomerate plots to shape a rural family retreat 

of 75 acres 
c.1926 Schmidlapps hire Peabody, Wilson & Brown to design Rumpus House 

expansion 
c.1926  Landscape architect Ellen Biddle Shipman designs Rumpus House landscape 

and formal garden including espalier trees, stucco walls and overhead 
pergola11 

1929 Landscape architect Ferruccio Vitale, of firm Vitale and Geiffert, designs the 
granite pool and cabana landscapes 

1938 Aerial photograph of the property captures the existing land uses and 
character directly after the Vitale period, included with a larger context on 
L2.	1938	Aerial	Photograph	

 
1920s	Open	Field	and	Rumpus	House	Landscape	
The rural experience of the property apparently appealed to Carl and Frances Schmidlapp.  
Focused on LCA 1, the organization of the residential landscape responded to the varied 
topography and scenery and contributed to the rural experience.  Situated on the hillside, 
drives, buildings and structures were positioned to capitalize on natural variations in the 
topography and minimize grading impact.  The entry drive demarcated the three primary 
components of the designed landscapes and Schmidlapp residences: the Rumpus House 
landscape downhill to the east with pond, the pool and Rose Cottage terrace landscape 
uphill to the northwest and the designed hillside pastoral landscape to the west. 

 
West of the hillside landscape and interior road, the open field in LCA 2 was a conceptual 
core to the Schmidlapp property. Development of the property in the early twentieth 
century focused on adaptation of an agricultural property to a country estate.  Country 
estates were a popular pursuit for wealthy property owners at the turn of the century, 
intended to serve as a foil to urban living and provide an experience of a return to an 
agrarian lifestyle complete with fresh air and long views. As such, maintaining some 
agricultural production and, more so, the experience of this large open space and the sky 
above, were of importance.   
 
While the entry on Frost Mill Road and the Rumpus House landscape are sometimes 
attributed to Vitale, the style and early views direct toward the designs of Ellen Biddle 
Shipman.  Shipman frequently worked with architects Peabody, Wilson & Brown to create 
formally organized landscapes with varied, complex plantings to complement residential 
architecture. The axial organization and elaborate planting palette of the parterre garden 
are typical of Shipman’s designs and she was credited for the landscape design east of the 
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Rumpus House in a House and Garden article published in 1926.12  It is likely that Shipman 
designed the landscapes immediately surrounding the Rumpus House and the Frost Mill 
Road entry, while Vitale and Geiffert, Landscape Architects, with Ferruccio Vitale, principal 
in charge, designed the formal pool and terrace landscapes and related transition spaces.13  
 
Entrance to the Rumpus House landscape was announced by a transition from pastoral 
hillside to structured boxwood hedges lining the circular driveway (Figure 2.1). Turf 
served as a uniting and transitional material between the pastoral landscape and the 
increasingly structured design surrounding the residence.  Formal and loose structures 
interplayed in the vegetation and paving materials at the house entry (Figures 2.2 and 3). 
Regularly spaced stepping stones provided a relaxed transition from the paved driveway to 
the front porch.  A varied composition of conical evergreen trees, loosely structured shrubs 
and clambering vines were anchored by the linear residential architecture and continuous 
line of finely textured boxwood shrubs.   
 
Rumpus House pedestrian circulation and gathering spaces focused on ease of movement, 
simple pleasure of beautiful views and enjoyment of leisure.  Two terraces to east and 
south, paved in large cut flagstone, reflected the architecture of the house and provided 
transitional spaces between house, gardens and broader landscape for solitary and family 
uses and entertaining (Figures 2.4 and 5).  These terraces were linked through an enclosed 
parterre garden in Shipman’s signature orthogonal style of quadrants with central pool 
(Figure 2.6).  The surrounding stucco wall provided a neutral backdrop to the colorful 
garden flowers.   
 
1929	Playhouse	Terrace	and	Swimming	Pool	Landscape	
The Schmidlapps secured the services of landscape architect Ferruccio Vitale, of Vitale and 
Geiffert, to add the playhouse (later called the Rose Cottage), terrace and swimming pool 
landscape including a curving staircase from the circle drive (Figure 2.7). Sets of two to 
four generously-sized flagstone steps and stone risers were offset by turf landings curving 
along the hillside between the Rumpus House circle drive and the pool terrace landscape 
(Figure 2.8).  The Rose Cottage, Caretakers Cottage and pool terrace landscapes were 
designed as a single composition with the buildings, structures and landscape features 
axially oriented to one another and visually separated by topography and vegetation from 
the Rumpus House landscape.  A brick staircase linked the pool lawn and the overlooking 
terrace lawn (Figure 2.9).  The minimal design of the pool, rectangular on the terrace end 
and oval pointing to the naturalistic landscape beyond, emphasized the horizontal plane 
with a thin granite coping against the level turf lawn (Figure 2.10). 
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C. Schmidlapp with Innocenti & Webel, 1934-1949 
	
The Schmidlapp family began in the 1930s what would become a decades-long professional 
relationship with the landscape architecture firm, Innocenti & Webel.  Both Umberto 
Innocenti and Richard Webel worked under Ferruccio Vitale at Vitale and Geiffert before 
beginning their joint firm in 1931.  The firm worked on numerous Long Island estates 
including the Schmidlapp and Humes residential landscapes.   
 
Chronology	
c.1934 Schmidlapps secure the services of landscape architecture firm Innocenti & 

Webel to renovate the Rumpus House landscape 
c.1937 Schmidlapps construct tennis court along service drive 
1938 Aerial photograph documents the property land uses and spatial organization 

during this period, as shown on L2.	1938	Aerial	Photograph 
	
1934‐1939	Rumpus	House	Landscape	Renovation	
Innocenti & Webel Landscape Architects were engaged by the Schmidlapps for 
elaborations and modifications to the Rumpus House landscape. In 1934, they undertook a 
process that removed and redesigned elements of the Shipman landscape design and added 
new features.  
 
The entry drive from Frost Mill Road was maintained but with modification to the existing 
curved stone walls (Figure 2.11). The addition of white painted brick columns with wood 
caps at the wall termini contributed to a refined entry gateway.  A three-foot tall wooden 
picket fence atop the existing wall increased the height and separation between the road 
and residential landscape.  Further away from the entry drive, the narrow round pickets 
transitioned to four-foot tall, five-inch wide boards creating a gradient of opacity with 
visibility into the property increasing as a visitor approaches the entrance.  These 
modifications increased the design complexity as the entry wall went from one continual 
element of a single material to four elements of different visual weights, rhythms and 
materials.  
 
A large octagon, above-ground lead tank was added to the center of the circle drive island 
creating a central focal point (Figure 2.12).  Hedges around the house entry appear to be 
yew (Taxus	species) having replaced the original, presumably Shipman, boxwood (Buxus	
sempervirens) hedge planting (Figure 2.13).  The varied shrubs across the Rumpus House 
façade were removed and the entryway vine trimmed from the balcony roof.  
 
The spatial organization and relationships between the residential landscape terraces and 
garden were maintained in the design by Innocenti & Webel. Changes to circulation 
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increased the connections between the terraced spaces and the adjacent lawn and pond 
landscapes (Figure 2.14). The south terrace was expanded to approximately twice the 
depth and repaved with large flagstones in the same style as the Shipman design (Figure 
2.15).  The wall at the east of the terrace was removed and a new wrought iron railing 
created a formal edge along the length of the terrace; a graceful set of steps with handrails 
to access the lawn was also added.   
 
Renovations in the parterre garden both simplified and embellished. The organization, 
brick circulation and low evergreen hedges edging the pathways were maintained (Figure 
2.16). The Shipman planting design within the parterre garden hedges was greatly 
simplified from elaborate blooming perennials to a single species of groundcover.  New 
rounded coping on the parterre garden pool mimicked the rounded hedges (Figure 2.17). 
An elegantly arced new stair from the parterre garden to the lawn provided embellishment. 
 
A tennis court was constructed into the hillside beyond the pool terrace (Figure 2.18).  A 
screen of evergreen trees was planted around the new tennis court.  
 
In addition to the residential and leisure landscapes, the Schmidlapp property maintained 
productive landscapes in the 1930s.  The northern portion of LCA 2 Open Field was 
cultivated in linear rows perpendicular to the interior road and in relation to the southeast 
sloping topography. A large vegetable garden was sited to surround the south of the 
Dogwood complex north of the Rose Cottage. Multiple rectilinear beds capitalized on this 
relatively level portion of the property and convenient adjacencies to staff housing within 
the Dogwood complex.  An open orchard on the hillside facing the Rumpus House provided 
the Schmidlapp family with orchard fruits while contributing to the pastoral aesthetic and 
country estate experience.   
 
 

D. Humes with Innocenti & Webel, 1950-1962 
	
Jean Schmidlapp, daughter of Carl and Frances Schmidlapp, and her husband, John Humes, 
resided in the Tavern House on the western edge of the property following their marriage.  
The Humes’ Tavern House residential landscape served lawyer John Humes, surgeon Jean 
Humes and their six sons with recreation and leisure.  The Humes remodeled the c.1750 
tavern and worked with landscape architecture firm Innocenti & Webel to modify the 
surrounding landscape for their family use.  
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Chronology	 	
c.1950  The Humes establish the Tavern House as their country residence 
1953  Carl and Frances Schmidlapp sell the 3-acre parcel that contains the Tavern 

House and Cook’s Cottage/“Store” to Jean Schmidlapp Humes for $1.00 
1954 The Schmidlapps transfer Jean Humes approximately 2.9 acres to modify the 

Humes parcel boundary and accommodate the proposed Humes bathhouse, 
pool and playhouse landscapes for a total of 5.9417 acres14 

1954 Building permits are recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for alteration of the 
garage, 22 May permit number 168, and for construction of the children’s 
playhouse, 13 December permit number 18015 

1956 Building permits are recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for construction of 
the swimming pool, 7 January permit number 207, alteration of the Tavern 
House, 22 March permit number 212, and construction of the bathhouse, 11 
May permit number 21416 

1955-1957  The Humes add a 1 ½ story addition to the north wing of the Tavern House 
and build a pool, bathhouse and playhouse designed by landscape architects, 
Innocenti & Webel with architectural support from the office of Alfred 
Shaknis 

1957 A building permit is recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for addition to the 
tool shed, 31 December permit number 24917 

1958 A building permit is recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for addition to the 
garage cottage, 26 May permit number 25518 

1960  The Humes visit Kyoto gardens in Japan, likely inspiring the creation of the 
Japanese Stroll Garden 

1960 The Schmidlapps transfer approximately 3.4 acres to modify the Humes 
parcel boundary and accommodate the drive entry and parking court for a 
total of 9.3842 acres19 

1960 Building permits are recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for construction of 
the two-car garage, 15 August permit number 306, and installation of a 
1,000-gallon gasoline tank, 3 October permit number 30920 

c.1961 Landscape architects Innocenti & Webel design a secondary driveway and 
garage with adjacent courtyard 

c.1961 The Humes work with Innocenti & Webel to design and construct a wine 
cellar, greenhouse and potting shed with terrace, walkways and steps to 
connect to existing bathhouse landscape 

1962 A building permit is recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for construction of 
the wine cellar, greenhouse and potting shed, 8 January permit number 33621 

1962  The Humes add a tennis court, terrace and rose garden, sited by Innocenti & 
Webel 
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1950s	Humes	Residential	Landscape	
Unlike other areas of the Schmidlapp-Humes property, the Humes residential landscape 
was designed by a single firm, Innocenti & Webel.  The enhanced landscape constituted the 
development of a second family estate on the property to include a pool, tennis court, 
cottage, formal garden, terraces and paths.  The Humes landscape possessed both 
similarities and differences to the intent and aesthetic of the Schmidlapp country 
landscape.  Designed half a century later, the Humes landscape served as a residential and 
recreational landscape. The topography of the Humes residential landscape is significantly 
steeper and, with the residence located at the lowest elevation to the west, views into a vast 
pastoral landscape were not feasible.  

 

Improvements to the property under direction of John and Jean Humes included 
renovations to the Tavern House and garage with a cottage above it on Buckram Road, later 
renamed Oyster Bay Road (Figure 2.19).  A patio sited in the niche of the Tavern House L-
shaped footprint provided a secluded space for gathering and conversation (Figure 2.20). 
An arced brick terrace at the entry to the Humes residence encircled the trunk of an 
existing tree (Figure 2.21).  From the terrace, pathways to the road and to the garage and 
cottage were paved in brick.  The garage was enlarged and an additional car port was 
added to the west side allowing for a deck to wrap around two sides of the cottage above 
the garage (Figure 2.22). The existing steeply-sloped brick walkway from the cottage front 
door was relocated and replaced with a new set of brick stairs north of the garage court. A 
stockade fence and gate blocked the view of the garage court from the residence (Figures 
2.19 and 2.23). 
 
In 1955, Innocenti & Webel prepared drawings for the siting and construction of a pool and 
bath house (Figure 2.24).  With the Office of Alfred Shaknis as the supporting architect, they 
designed the bathhouse and pool as a single composition with aligned center lines, oriented 
northeast in response to the natural sloping topography. A flight of pavestone steps with 
brick risers led from the door of the bathhouse to the pool terrace (Figure 2.25).  The 
playroom in the center of the “U” shaped bathhouse floorplan served as an extension of the 
pool terrace when the dividing glass doors were fully opened.  The pool terrace and 
plantings reinforced the symmetry established by the bathhouse and pool centerline 
(Figures 2.26 and 27).  Beyond the diving board, a landscape wall with mounted fountain 
was the terminal view on the central axis (Figures 2.28-30).  Circulation around the pool 
terrace is on the open turf lawn, edged in brick and a yew hedge (Figures 2.31 and 32). 
Flagstone pavers provide a durable surface along the axis between the house and pool and 
at the diving board.   
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1960s	Humes	Residential	Landscape	
The Humes residence designed landscape continued to expand to the northeast with design 
and construction of a secondary entrance drive, court and new garage (Figure 2.33).  The 
drive from Buckram Road gently curved north and straightened to parallel the bathhouse 
and pool landscape axis.  The symmetrically designed new garage and court landscapes 
repeated the formal organizing structure as other areas of the Humes residential 
landscape.  
 
East of the bathhouse, a new terrace with fireplace as well as new paths and stairs 
accessing the wine cellar, greenhouse and potting shed were all designed and constructed 
in 1961 (Figures 2.34 and 35).  Graded into the hillside, the path continued uphill from the 
bathhouse terrace along the front of the greenhouse planting beds and turned to enter the 
potting shed to the north (Figure 2.36). Arcing stairs led down to the at-grade entrance to 
the wine cellar below the greenhouse.  
 
A detailed plan prepared by Innocenti & Webel titled “The General Plan for the Property of 
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Humes,” illustrated the relationships between the buildings and 
landscape features as conceived (Figure 2.37). It shows physical connections and 
continuity in design linked the many buildings and landscape features.  The landscapes 
were each connected with direct and gently arcing pathways paved in brick or flagstone.  
With only the Humes original garage and forecourt aligned to Buckram Road, the 
remaining built features of the Humes residential landscape were oriented north-northeast 
in relation to the hillside contours (Figure 2.38).  The continuity of parallel axes of the 
residential features created formal organizational relationships and linear viewsheds. 
 
In 1962, a tennis court, terrace and tennis house were sited east of the garage cottage along 
the secondary access drive. From the court terrace, new steps led down to a rose garden of 
three circles (Figure 2.39).  A second, rectilinear rose garden was drawn but HL field 
investigation indicates it was never constructed.  
 
 

E. Humes with Douglas and Joan DeFaya, 1962 to 1969 
 
Japanese-Americans Douglas DeFaya, formerly Shoju Mitsuhashi, and Joan DeFaya, 
formerly Joni Aizawa, were held in Japanese internment camps during WWII.  They 
married and changed their surnames following the war22.  When hired by the Humes, the 
DeFaya’s were employed by North Port resident Van Ness Darling to create a Japanese 
landscape at his home. The DeFaya’s continued to work on both residential gardens 
concurrently until Douglas DeFaya’s death in 196623. 
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Chronology	
1962 A building permit is recorded at the Village of Mill Neck for installation of the 

tea house, 18 July permit number 34724 
1962-1966  John Humes, with landscape designers Douglas and Joan DeFaya, shape 

Humes Japanese Stroll Garden25 
1966 Douglas DeFaya dies26 
1966  L3.	1966	Aerial	Photograph documents the large open field under a regime 

of regular mowing, with areas to the northeast possibly in productive crop 
uses 

1967 Sisters Frances Schmidlapp and Jean Cooper Schmidlapp Humes inherit the 
eastern portion of the property upon their mother’s, Frances Cooper 
Schmidlapp, death 

1967 Jean Cooper Schmidlapp Humes acquires her sister’s portion of the 
inheritance and the Humes family moves into the Rumpus House and rents 
the former Humes residence/Tavern House to tenants 

	
1960s	Humes	Japanese	Stroll	Garden	
Following a visit to Japan in his role as a lawyer to Mitsubishi, the Humes decided they 
wished to recreate the calm and peaceful gardens they enjoyed during their time touring in 
Kyoto. They purchased a tea house as a kit from Taiwan and enlisted the services of 
husband and wife landscape architecture team, Douglas and Joan DeFaya to construct a 
Japanese garden27.   
 
In the tradition of the Japanese garden, the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden was a symbolic 
miniature of a larger landscape and designed as a symbolic journey through nature. In this 
garden, the hillside represented a mountain, the path a river, and the pond the ocean.  Each 
element within the garden carried symbolic significance: the lanterns as homes for people 
or sprits, lit with warmth, love, and providing protection from evil; stepping stones as large 
rocks worn by the river; trees as clouds, dragons, or boats.28  Approached from the Humes 
residence wine cellar terrace elevated above the garden, the stroll garden path represented 
a river flowing down the hillside (Figure 2.40). Stepping on stone “islands” in the river, the 
moss-covered land represented earth along the river.  The size, color and stone type 
changed with the flow of the water as it approached the sea (Figures 2.42-43).   
 
 

F. 1969 Character Defining Features by Area 
 

The landscape was under the influence of both the Schmidlapp and Humes families 
beginning in 1950. The image seen on L3.	1966	Aerial	Photograph is a graphic reference 
for this narrative, along with L4.	1969	Landscape	Plan. This plan illustrates the Vitale, 
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Shipman and Innocenti & Webel designed landscapes completed at the Schmidlapp 
residences in LCA 1, the large field in agricultural use in LCA 2, the Innocenti & Webel 
designed Humes residential landscape recently completed in LCA 3 and the completed first 
phase of the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden designed by the DeFayas. 1969 is the date when 
most of the Schmidlapp-Humes landscape is fully developed. This year serves as a key 
moment in time for assessing historic significance and, on much of the property, for 
analyzing integrity from that date to today. Later additions and changes to the stroll garden 
under Stephen Morrell are reflected on L12.	2019	Landscape	Plan.  
 
LCA	1	Designed	Landscapes	and	Schmidlapp	Residences	
The residential landscapes of the Rumpus House and the Rose Cottage were in their 
completed designed form in 1969.  Evidence supports the landscapes designed by 
Ferruccio Vitale and Ellen Shipman in the 1920s, then renovated under direction of 
landscape architecture firm Innocenti & Webel in the late 1930s, were the last major design 
or construction efforts.  During the 1969 period of significance, the designed landscape was 
being maintained under Schmidlapp ownership.  
 
Beginning with arcing walls of naturally shaped stone topped with painted brick piers at 
the entry from Frost Mill Road, the interplay between naturalistic and formal is a central 
design concept in the Schmidlapp residential landscape seen through landscape 
organization, topography, circulation and vegetation.  Landscapes immediately 
surrounding the Rumpus House and the pool terrace are more formal with axial 
relationships, linear pathways, strict terracing and trimmed vegetation.  Intermediate 
spaces and those used primary for viewsheds are less formal with curving circulation, 
rolling topography and thick naturalistic vegetation.  The smoothly curving entry drive 
responds to the hillside topography, guiding visitors past the low growing grass and 
orchard trees dotting the hillside contributing to the pastoral experience.  The experience 
is increasingly formal as the drive straightens to meet the geometric circle drive enclosed 
by a symmetric and continuous living wall of evergreen hedges lining both sides of the 
circle drive.  As part of the entry sequence, the sudden transition from a pastoral, rolling 
hill landscape to strictly trimmed hedges announces arrival to the residence. Lawn serves 
as a transitional material between the formal plantings near the residential buildings and 
naturalistic woodlands which surround them.  The lawns provide a visual indicator of care 
and maintenance as a gradient of trees increases from individual specimen trees within the 
lawn to minimally managed naturalistic forest.  Lawns serving this purpose include those 
to the east of the Rumpus House and surrounding the pool.  Additionally, the terraces on 
the east and south of the Rumpus House buffer the transition between the home and 
naturalistic landscape beyond. 
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Large flagstone paving is the primary pedestrian circulation material for paths and steps 
with brick used only at the parterre garden.  Turf lawn is used where circulation is 
unprescribed at the pool terrace and beyond the Rumpus House terrace, for example. 
 
A number of landscape structures and small-scale features are repeated throughout LCA 1 
to provide unity across the landscape.  White picket fences mark edges of landscape use 
areas with variations in picket spacing providing differing amounts of visual permeability. 
Seat-height brick landscape walls with either brick or stone caps retain grade and provide 
enclosure with open visibility.  Black metal single-rail handrails with lamb’s tongue 
detailing are used as a formal element where neither brick walls nor picket fencing are 
appropriate.  Handrails elegantly curve along arcing steps and straight railing embellished 
with regularly-spaced finials and arabesque rail supports line terrace edges. 

 
In 1969, the Schmidlapp residences designed landscape is comprised of a series of 
contributing features. The accompanying chart lists those features that together define the 
landscape character of LCA 1 (Table 2.1). 
 
LCA	2	Open	Field	with	Stable	Complex	
The open field and Stable Complex landscapes provide a spacious, scenic open area at the 
core of this family estate. By 1969, this open space exhibits varied rolling topography, 
expansive views and agricultural land use.   
 
On the 1966 aerial view, agricultural use remains underway in the northeast portion of the 
field landscape where the varying topography is least steep and best supports field crops.  
The rolling field landscape affords broad visibility and open access throughout with the 
exception of a screen of evergreen trees surrounding the tennis court.  The open field 
provides vast views from the Rumpus House as well as from the informal paths snaking 
across the pastoral landscape.  The perception of large, open field space from the Rumpus 
House contributes to the experience of the property as a country estate.  
 
Composed of specific contributing features in 1969, the large field and Stable Complex 
landscape is rather simple and powerful. A listing of these features for LCA 2 accompanies 
the above description (Table 2.2).  
 
LCA	3	Humes	Residential	Landscape	
Two levels of use organize the Humes residential landscape across a steeply sloping 
hillside. The former tavern and original garage cottage oriented to Oyster Bay Road at the 
base of the hill anchor the residential uses of the first-floor level.  Circulation elements of 
brick walks, stairs, stone walks and driveway connect the residence, garage, cottage and 
road while fences and gates provide separation.  The more gently sloping topography along 
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a topographic ridge to the east hosts recreational uses with diverse plantings, walks and 
steps that connect to specific features of pool and bathhouse, rose garden, tennis court and 
shed, greenhouse and second garage parking court landscapes.  Contributing features on 
this upper level are oriented basically north to south in response to the hillside and roughly 
parallel to the drive.  Walkways and steps connect the two levels with vegetation providing 
interest and screening between landscape areas.   

 

The residence and greenhouse use retention of grade by the building to provide upper and 
lower level access into the landscape from opposite façades.  The second story residence 
doorway and short bridge eliminates the need for an exterior stair. From the bridge, routes 
extend through naturalistic tree and shrub plantings along uphill paths and steps to reach 
the swimming pool, rose garden and tennis court.  

Landscape elements in the Schmidlapp residential landscape, including the paving pattern 
of large flagstone pavers, low brick walls with stone coping, and black metal handrails with 
arabesque ornament, repeat across the Humes residential landscape.  Additionally, the 
significant view from the terrace across the Schmidlapp pool is repeated in the Humes 
landscape.  Viewed from the bathhouse, the axial view across the pool of similar shape is 
framed by surrounding vegetation.  In the Humes iteration, however, a wall and fountain on 
axis terminate the view.  

 

The complex Humes residential landscape of 1969, captures all the designed elements 
present at that date. The contributing features are enumerated on the chart by type of 
feature for LCA 3 (Table 2.3). 
 
LCA	4	Humes	Japanese	Stroll	Garden	
The year 1969 marked the completion of the Japanese Stroll Garden as designed by 
Douglas and Joan DeFaya. The Humes Japanese Stroll Garden is intended to be an 
immersive landscape experience with a sequence of scenery and objects to guide attention 
along the path.  
 
The garden is highly symbolic with layers of meaning across landscape feature material, 
location, orientation, shape and use.  From the Humes wine cellar, the path symbolizes a 
river flowing down the mountainside to the ocean.   The experience of walking on the 
irregular stepping stones requires careful and methodical movements to slow the 
experience and draw eyes down to the ground plan.  Views and vistas are complex; 
landscape features including small objects, structures, planting compositions and water 
features organized along the paths and placed at intentional locations create vignettes for 
pause and reflection.  The path terminates at the tea garden and tea house and nearby pond 
where the sounds of water movement accompany contemplative thoughts.  
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According to documentation, by 1969, the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden contributing 
features and details are quite elaborate. These features for LCA 4 are itemized on a list 
(Table 2.4).   
 

LCA	5	Native	Woodland	and	Stream	
The northern acreage sloping north to the stream along Dogwood Lane has full canopy 
cover and a predominantly oak composite woodland in 1969. While there is no detailed 
documentation of this area, the sound condition of the woods with few invasive species is 
inferred based on the good condition today.  
 
It is possible that the stream along Dogwood Lane was in generally good condition at this 
point in time, as less stormwater runoff may have been present. Today the stream channel 
is scoured from fast flashy runoff that characterizes the storm activity, runoff and climate 
changes witnessed in recent years.  
 
 

G. Humes with Morrell, 1970-2014 
 

In search of a knowledgeable plantsman to aid in maintenance of the residential landscape 
and Japanese Stroll Garden, John P. Humes developed a working relationship with Stephen 
Morrell beginning in the 1960’s.  In 1998, Morrell was titled the Director-Curator of the 
Humes Japanese Stroll Garden Foundation. In this role, he designed and directed the 
renovations and maintenance of the garden. 

Chronology	
1969-1975  The Humes spend much of their time in Austria as John served as US 

Ambassador and the garden declines during their absence 
1975-1980  Humes family returns from Austria and continues to live in the Rumpus 

House 
c.1980 Humes family moves back into the Tavern House 
1980  Aerial photograph reveals that field is no longer regularly mown 
1980 The Humes donate Japanese Stroll Garden property to the North Shore 

Wildlife Sanctuary; the Humes family establishes the Humes Japanese Stroll 
Garden Foundation, Inc. to provide operations and management staffing and 
funding 

1980 Rear shed addition built to the north side of the garage, near the greenhouse 
1981  Stephen Morrell hired to rehabilitate and expand the Humes Japanese Stroll 

(HJS) Garden with intent to open to the public 
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1981-2015 HJS Garden and broader landscape changes progress under Steven Morrell – 
notable additions include: entrance path from Dogwood Lane with links to 
tea garden, collection of Japanese maples and Asian and native woodland 
plants along entrance path, expansion to approximately four acres, Wisteria 
arbor, bamboo groves around perimeter, rocky shoreline at pond, display hut 
for Ikebana and Bonsai, hemlock border along interior road in LCA 2 

1985  John Portner Humes dies, 2 October – ownership of the garden is transferred 
to the John P. Humes Foundation and opens to the public 29 

1993  The Garden Conservancy assumes HJS Garden management and closes the 
garden to the public for restoration efforts with ownership remaining with 
the John P. Humes Foundation 

1997  Restoration of HJS Garden ponds funded by grant from the Japan World 
Exposition Commemorative Fund – additional work includes the waterfall 
pump, new masonry wall along Oyster Bay Road, new entry gate and tea 
house roof repair – Emile Kreye & Sons serves as contractor for Morrell 
designs 30 31  

c.1998  Garden reopens to the public – Morrell given title of Director-Curator, Humes 
Japanese Stroll Garden Foundation 

2000 Jean Cooper Schmidlapp Humes, MD dies, September 2 – family members 
inherit residential landscape property  

2000 New HJS entrance gate constructed from Eastern red cedar 32 
2009 Nassau County acquires northern portion of the property along Middle Run 

stream to be preserved as open space 
2012 Tea house restored 33 
2014 The Humes Japanese Stroll Garden Foundation resumes garden management 

and the Garden Conservancy remains active in HJS Garden preservation 34 
 
1970s	and	1980s	Humes	Japanese	Stroll	Garden 
The extended absence of the Humes family from 1969 to 1975 to live in Austria while John 
Humes served as US Ambassador resulted in deterioration of the landscape spaces and 
invasion of exotic plant species that overran much of the garden spaces.  John Humes 
enlisted the expertise of Stephen Morrell to aid in maintenance and restoration efforts with 
the intent of opening the garden for public visitors.  Morrell’s work through the 1980s 
included expansion of the garden and addition of new walking paths, addition of the gravel 
parking lot at the northwest corner of the property with vehicular access through a gate on 
Dogwood Lane and many other smaller interventions. The overall property at this date is 
shown on	L4.	1980	Aerial	Photograph. 
 
A significant garden addition was the path from the parking area that split to connect to the 
tea garden and a northern wooded path to the hilltop. This walk was intended to bring the 
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visitors up the slope from the parking lot to the entry gate at the south edge of the garden 
and preserve the experience of progressing from the top of the slope to symbolically flow 
with the river to the sea. 
 
1990s	and	2000s	Humes	Japanese	Stroll	Garden 
The overall property character during these years in captured on	L6.	1994	Aerial	
Photograph. The garden underwent an extensive restoration at the end of the twentieth 
century.  In 1993, management of the garden was transferred to The Garden Conservancy, 
which immediately closed the garden to the public and instigated emergency fundraising 
efforts to stabilize and repair the garden.  Stephen Morrell developed drawings for the 
renovation, expansion and installation of new plantings and features of the HJS Garden.   

 

In the 1990s, the existing cedar fence along Oyster Bay Road was replaced with a wall 
constructed of eight by eight by sixteen-inch concrete block finished with medium brown 
stucco and bluestone coping to reduce noise pollution and enhance the separation from 
Oyster Bay Road and Dogwood Lane (Figures 2.44 and 45).  Planted every 20 feet were two 
Boston ivy (Parthenocissus	tricuspidata ‘Vietchii’) plants. A locking access gate was added at 
the southern end of the new wall.  

 

Renovations at the pond included repair of the dam, addition of stepping stone paths, 
establishment of bog plantings along the pond edges and expansion of shrub and ground 
cover plantings around the periphery (Figure 2.46). Dredging of the pond was conducted in 
1997 with aid of a grant from the Japan World Exposition Commemorative Fund.  Efforts at 
the waterfall at the south end of the pond included repairs to the pump as well as 
revitalization of the surrounding plantings for increased density and variety (Figure 2.47).  
Existing plantings, including a Japanese maple (Acer	palmatum), an Eastern black walnut 
(Juglans	nigra) and a Norway maple (Acer	platanoides), were preserved.  Additionally, 
Japanese holly (Ilex	crenata) and spreading English yew (Taxus	baccata ‘Repandens’) were 
planted to supplement the existing plants of the same type.    

 

The pebble beach at the Rocky Shore was constructed using Mexican washed black stone 
and stone transported by Morrell from Massachusetts.  The stone was intended as a broad 
surface to the pond edge, to have a slight fish scale appearance and to be free of any 
vegetation between the stones.  The pond was bordered in part by large stones; one of the 
stones was set flat as a stepping stone and allowed for visitors to stand at the water’s edge.  

 

Additional repairs included rebuilding the culvert headwall at Oyster Bay Road and 
replacing the DeFaya cedar/locust logs with a series of vertically-set bluestone slabs to 
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retain the uphill slope and combat heavy erosion.  The sharply angular tops of the stone 
were masked with vegetation to help them visually recede into the planting beds. The  

 

The reopening of the HJS Garden to the public in 1998 marked the completion of 
construction and renovations under the guidance of the Humes family. 

 
 

H. North Shore Land Alliance, 2015 to Present 
	
Useful graphic references are provided in a series of recent aerial photographs including: 
L7.		2000	Aerial	Photograph,	L8.		2004	Aerial	Photograph,	L9.		2012	Aerial	
Photograph,	L10.		2017	Aerial	Photograph	and L11.		2018	Aerial	Photograph.	 
The incremental transfer of ownership to the North Shore Land Alliance (Land Alliance) 
from 2015 to 2017 brought forward opportunity for renewed efforts in preservation of the 
Schmidlapp-Humes property. The Land Alliance has taken stewardship action through on-
the-ground landscape maintenance as well as strategic acquisition, sales and partnerships. 
A current digital drawing recording the property as found in 2019 is shown in L12.	2019	
Landscape	Plan. 
 
Chronology	
2015  The Land Alliance purchases 12-acre meadow as well as the 16-acre 

Schmidlapp and Humes residential landscapes  
c.2016 The Land Alliance conducts partial field clearing in LCA 2 via goat grazing, 

partial mowing and hand cutting 
2016 The Garden Conservancy presents public tea ceremonies at the HJS Garden35 
2017 North Shore Land Alliance purchases the 7-acre HJS Garden with mortgage 

from the Humes Japanese Garden Foundation36 
2017  The Land Alliance secures the HJS Garden management services of Mary 

Schmutz, who worked under Steven Morrell 
2017  Stroll Garden re-opens to the public after several months of closure 
2017      The Land Alliance sells a 5-acre parcel along the northeast perimeter to 

Nassau County and maintains management of the land 
2018    The Land Alliance seeks approval from Mill Neck and Matinecock villages and 

Nassau County to subdivide the remaining 23 acres into two 5-acre parcels 
and one 13-acre parcel in preparation for the sale of a 5-acre parcel 
containing the Rumpus House, Rose Cottage and related landscapes with 
easements to a private owner, and the sale of the second 5-acre parcel 
containing the Stable Complex and related landscapes with easements to 
another private owner  
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Schmidlapp‐Humes	Property	Recent	History	
Maintenance and conservation efforts by the Land Alliance have retarded landscape 
deterioration and begun to restore landscape character.  Beginning with strategic 
acquisition of the property, parcel subdivision and sales underway of parcels including the 
Rumpus House, Rose Cottage, pool landscape and Stable Complex, the Land Alliance has 
been able to focus efforts on the open field, HJS Garden and Humes residential landscapes 
(Figure 2.48). 

 

As a public face for the Land Alliance, the HJS Garden has been the beneficiary of prioritized 
maintenance and conservation efforts.  Staff and volunteers have regularly tended, pruned, 
mulched, raked and cleared the gardens since beginning management in 2015.  However, 
the historic level of care and staffing hours has not been economically possible and the 
landscape details have diminished, while remaining visible.   For example, previously 
removed and replaced annually to maintain a clean, pristine and highly contrasting surface, 
white decomposed granite mulch has not been renewed along paths.  Meticulous plant care 
and propagation of moss as well as other tasks have not kept up with seasonal cycles. 

 

Opening of the field in LCA 2 began with hand clearing of accumulated logs, rubbish, and 
debris in 2015.  Goat grazing suppressed invasive vegetative growth including multiflora 
rose (Rosa	multiflora) and English ivy (Hedra	helix).   Incremental clearing efforts 
permitted mowing of 3.5 acres of the field three times in 2017 to discourage especially 
aggressive invasive species mile-a-minute weed (Persicaria	perfoliata) and porcelain berry 
(Ampelopsis	brevipedunculata).   With an objective to rehabilitate 4.5 acres of the historic 
field for meadow habitat of warm-season grasses and native wildflowers, the Land Alliance 
identifies their “number one conservation priority in [the] 2014-2020 Open Space Plan” as 
this field opening effort. 37 

 
The Land Alliance continues work in planning the property’s future and expanding 
recognition for this historic landscape. The Garden Conservancy filmed the HJS Garden and 
interviewed people who influenced the garden to develop a documentary, in collaboration 
with Land Alliance in 2018.  This Schmidlapp-Humes Cultural Landscape Report Part 1 and 
the concurrent Cultural Resource Inventory contribute to the growing resource library 
documenting the valuable landscape features and informing continued stewardship.  
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Table 2.1  Landscape Character Area 1: Designed Landscapes of Schmidlapp Residences, 
Contributing Features in 1969. 
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Table 2.1  Landscape Character Area 1: Designed Landscapes of Schmidlapp Residences, 
Contributing Features in 1969, continued. 
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Table 2.2  Landscape Character Area 2: Open Fields with Stable Complex, Contributing Features in 
1969. 
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Table 2.3  Landscape Character Area 3: Designed Landscapes of Humes Residence, Contributing 
Features in 1969. 
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Table 2.3  Landscape Character Area 3: Designed Landscapes of Humes Residence, Contributing 
Features in 1969, continued. 
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Table 2.4  Landscape Character Area 4: Humes Japanese Stroll Garden, Contributing Features in 
1969. 
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Table 2.4  Landscape Character Area 4: Humes Japanese Stroll Garden, Contributing Features in 
1969, continued. 
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Table 2.5  Landscape Character Area 5:  Native Woodland and Stream, Contributing Features in 
1969. 
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Figure 2.1  This circa 1932 image shows mounded boxwood punctuating and framing the entry 
while low, trimmed boxwood hedges line the drive to the east and surround the circular 
turnaround.  Richard Averill Smith. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.2  In this circa 1931 image trimmed boxwood frames the drive while mixed evergreen 
shrubs and trees anchor the house façade, with conical evergreens between the windows. Vines 
climb the balcony roof. Courtesy Land Alliance  

 
Figure 2.3   A stepping stone path with turf connects the drive to front door while finely textured 
boxwood (Buxus	species) hedges and mounds contrast with main façade planting of coarse textured 
shrubs, vines and trees in this circa 1932 view. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Fig 2.4   Image in House and Garden Magazine captioned “A flagstone-paved terrace will provide the 
gradual transition so desirable between the house and the garden. It has been admirably used on 
the place of Mrs. C. J. Schmidlapp, at Mill Neck, L. I. The architects were Peabody, Wilson & Brown 
and the grounds were designed by Ellen Shipman, landscape architect” published in October 1926. 
The arches of the parterre garden wall are visible beyond. Courtesy House and Garden Magazine 
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Figure 2.5  Image from House and Garden Magazine captioned as “Dividing the house terrace from 
the service wing is this wall, with its pergola top and old lead water tank set in a shadowy niche. A 
wall sundial and potted plants lend their touches of color and interest. Eventually a vine will fringe 
the top of the wall.” published October 1926. Courtesy House and Garden Magazine 
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Figure 2.6  View across the enclosed parterre garden depicting the lush, diverse vegetation 
representative of the style of Ellen Biddle Shipman.  Caption reads “Though a stucco wall is rarely 
companionable with a shingle farmhouse, yet the two are successfully mated here. The wall affords 
both privacy and a background for the informal and colorful planting of flowers. It also serves to 
support fruit trees trained espalier” published October 1926. Courtesy House and Garden Magazine 
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Figure 2.7a   This 1929 grading plan shows design for the playhouse and swimming pool landscapes 
designed by Vitale & Geiffert. The grading uses the existing ridge to project the pool landscape over 
the gently sloping landscape below. The existing Rumpus House residence and circle drive shown at 
the bottom left. This plan also records existing trees and shrubs with trees in the landscape to 
include tulip, pine, oak, hemlock. Boxwood hedges edge the center of the circle drive and the east 
side in front of the house. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.7b  This enlargement reveals the detailed grading along the gracefully curving steps, the 
classic geometry of the swimming pool and the integration of the terrace above the pool.  Courtesy 
Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.8   Flagstone steps are closely integrated with the naturalistic layers of vegetation as it 
gently curves into the hillside slope.  The variety of plants and textures, from groundcovers, to 
evergreen shrubs and multi-stemmed trees, creates visual interest while layered edges remain 
distinct.  Courtesy Schnadelbach book on Vitale 
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Figure 2.9   Symmetrical elm trees shade furniture and turf contribute to the elegantly refined 
swimming pool landscape. Shown on the left of this view, the wall opening accesses the curved 
stairs to the circle drive below and brick stairs lead to the upper terrace lawn.  Courtesy 
Schnadelbach book on Vitale 

 
Figure 2.10   The crisply geometric pool with stone coping and turf lawn compose a clean horizontal 
swimming pool composition edged with massed evergreen trees for vertical framing trees. 
Courtesy Schnadelbach book on Vitale 
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Fig 2.11  “Entrance and Board Fence About Property of Carl M Schmidlapp Esq” undated drawing, 
circa 1937, shows wood picket and brick pier posts with finials atop to be installed along an 
existing curving stone wall. Brick piers with a molded cap frame the entry drive. Brick piers persist, 
but no documentation for the fence or finials additions have been located.  Current pier caps are 
simple bluestone squares. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel   
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Figure 2.12   Drawing of “Details for Setting of Lead Tub in Forecourt of Mrs. CJ Schmidlapp” from 
1935.  The octagonal basin is set on a concrete foundation with flagstone steps lifting the tank up. 
Framed by shrubs within the slightly mounded circular drive turnaround, the tub was intended to 
be seen from a distance.  Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.13   Undated view shows the Rumpus House entry drive with an American flag flying to the 
left. Trimmed dark green yew shrubs provide a taller wider hedge than the former boxwood while 
the façade landscape has been simplified with vines remaining on the columns and a large 
deciduous tree replacing the rhythmic evergreen trees along the façade. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.14a, b   Undated circa 1937 plan “Guide Planting Plan for the Garden and Large Terrace of 
Mrs Carl Schmidlapp” depicts clearly the organization of terraces and parterre garden. The garden 
form, designed by Ellen Biddle Shipman, was retained and simplified by Innocenti & Webel.  Steps 
were added to connect to the adjacent lawn and pond landscape. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.15a, b  1937 drawing shows  “1/4” Details for Terrace Ext.” for the southern terrace 
extension and new stone paving pattern.  A tree that was previously at the edge of the terrace is 
shown surrounded by a 6” brick wall and flagstone.  The solid wall on the eastern edge has been 
removed in favor of ornamental wrought iron railing which edges the terrace and stair.  Courtesy 
Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.16  This view west depicts the simplified parterre garden with the south terrace beyond. 
The parterre garden shows flowering trees punctuating the center of each of the groundcover-
carpeted quadrants defined by very low, trimmed plants which mirror the round pool coping. A 
small sculpture holds the center of the circular pool.  Evergreen shrubs array in a row in front of a 
low brick wall, separating the garden from the adjacent patio.  Courtesy Schnadelbach book on 
Innocenti, credit Harvard University 
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Figure 2.17  “Detail of Pool Coping” drawing shows a new rounded stone coping for the edge of the 
small circular pool centered in the parterre garden. Drawing lacks a date, but likely dates to 1937. 
Photographs and field review confirm the installation of this stone coping.  Courtesy Innocenti & 
Webel 
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Figure 2.18a, b  The 1937 “Grading Plan of Tennis Court Area” creates a level platform for the tennis 
court by increasing hillside grades both above and below. Access is shown along a path crossing the 
drive and continiuing to the swimming pool steps.  Courtesy Innocenti & Webel  
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Fig 2.19a, b  The 1953 “Plot Plan and Details” depicts the landscape relationship between the 
Humes residence and the garage on Oyster Bay Road.  Fencing was extended to provide privacy. 
The brick walk between the house and garage was realigned to use new stairs north of the garage 
court and meet the west edge of the proposed terrace. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.20  Enclosure created by the residence exterior walls, vegetation and a low picket fence 
contribute to the intimacy of the Tavern House patio.  Small-scale features including cushioned 
patio furniture and potted plants ornament the leisure space. Courtesy Land Alliance 

 
Figure 2.21  A brick terrace south of the Tavern House surrounds an existing tree with stone edging. 
The path leads to the garage court hidden by fence. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Fig 2.22a, b The 1954 drawing “Garage Alterations JB Humes” shows an enlarged building with a 
second level deck around the building to provide circulation and connect upslope on the hillside to 
the east. A carport roof, not a deck, is present today. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.23a, b  “Details of Gate” 1954, shows a detailed gate in the stockade fence between the 
Tavern House and garage apartment.  The six-foot-six-inch stockade fence aligns to the stone 
retaining wall. A degraded stockade fence is present today, but no evidence of the gate. The Land 
Alliance replaced stockade fence along Oyster Bay Road as required by the Village of Mill Neck. 
Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.24a  This 1955 drawing shows “Construction Details for Grading Pool Steps Wall Etc.” 
including the steps and rail from the bathhouse terrace to the pool terrace and longitudinal section 
with the deepest portion of the pool at the diving board. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Fig 2.24b This drawing enlargement shows the pool with the cut and fill used to create a level 
terrace.  The pool bottom runs from shallow at the bathhouse to deeper at the diving board.  To 
drain stormwater to the west, a swale cuts into the north side. This design is evident on the ground 
today.  Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Fig 2.25  This Bathhouse sketch study, by the Office of Alfred Shaknis, undated circa 1955, shows 
the structure negotiating the grades.  The bathhouse access would be via a path from the Humes 
residence to the ground floor door on the west of the building, shown at the bottom right of this 
drawing.  A staircase leads up to the pool terrace. The plan is an inverted ‘U’ shape with a central 
“playroom” intended to be an extension of pool terrace by opening the glass sliding doors.  The 
sketch shows an atmospheric backdrop of tall deciduous trees and anchoring shrubs at the corners 
of the building. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Fig 2.26 a, b  1956.  “Construction Details for Terraces & Walks.” The terrace uniting the pool and 
bath house is paved in a similar manor as the terraces of the Rumpus House. The terrace, paths and 
planting design reinforce the established symmetry of pool and bathhouse spatial organization.  
Remnants of this design are visible today. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.27  This winter photograph shows the symmetrical shrub and tree plantings along the 
southern face of the bathhouse.  A hedge of evergreen shrubs delineates the pool terrace from the 
adjacent lawn. Courtesy Land Alliance  

 
Figure 2.28  An open landscape of canopy and flowering trees are visible beyond the tightly 
trimmed hedge in this axial view from the bathhouse to the diving board and terminal fountain 
wall. Courtesy Land Alliance  
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Fig 2.29  1959 drawing of “Fountain Details” depicts a brick wall with piers topped with urns in a 
symmetrical composition. A dolphin spouts water into a lead shell bowl, overflowing into a pool 
below. This fountain was located south of the swimming pool. This fountain wall, detailed as the 
drawing depicts, is located east of the swimming pool today.   Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.30  Figural sculptures accent the piers of the fountain wall.  Large, rectangular pavers, 
arranged in an alternating pattern, surround the diving board and provide a durable surface for 
furniture. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.31  The Humes family used the pool terrace landscape for recreation and leisure.   
Movable lawn furniture is arranged on the open lawn and terraces at either end of the pool. 
Courtesy Land Alliance 

 
Figure 2.32  The pool terrace lawn is edged in two rows of brick as seen in this historic Humes 
family photograph.  The composition of trimmed lawn with brick edging and yew hedge establishes 
a formal boundary before the loosely textured rhododendron and evergreen trees beyond. Courtesy 
Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.33  This detail of symmetrical garage courtyard framed by a Hicks yew hedge and sod as 
shown in this 1961 “Planting Plan for Garage Court.” Symmetrical trees are paired with upright 
yews and underplanted with pachysandra flanking the drive entrance. Hedge-lined parking court 
remains today with large, mature yew plantings. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel  
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Figure 2.34  Detail of “Sketch Plan for Proposed Fireplace” circa 1961, shows a stone paved walk 
east of the bathhouse and terrace with a fireplace wall, all of which were constructed and are 
present today. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.35  Brick walls with stone coping enclose the fireplace terrace east of the bathhouse in this 
Humes family photograph. Courtesy Land Alliance 

 
Figure 2.36a  “Construction Details Showing Walks, Steps, Walls & Location of Wine Cellar for Mr. & 
Mrs. John P. Humes” dated 1961, shows the greenhouse and wine cellar complex as constructed. 
Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.36b  Detail depicts rectilinear flagstone paths and curving steps connecting the fireplace 
terrace, wine cellar, greenhouse and potting shed. These features are still present today. Courtesy 
Innocenti & Webel  
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Figure 2.37  “The General Plan for the Property of Mr. and Mrs. John P. Humes,” dated 1962, 
provides an overall concept for the relationships and connections between the residential and 
recreational landscapes. Courtesy Innocenti & Webel.   
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Figure 2.38  Detail of the 1962 Plot Plan shows the Humes residence, garage, drive, playhouse (at 
the tennis court), bathhouse, pool, parking court and small shed as existing. The proposed potting 
shed, greenhouse and wine cellar are annotated as new features.  Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.39a  1962 plan showing the proposed “Rose Garden Construction Details Showing Rose 
Beds, Tennis Court Terrace, Etc.” Courtesy Innocenti & Webel 
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Figure 2.39b  1962 plan detail showing the “Rose Garden Construction Details Showing Rose Beds, 
Tennis Court Terrace, Etc.” in a geometric composition of three intersecting circles with turf 
surrounds as a walking surface. Flagstone steps navigate the slope between the tennis court terrace 
and the rose garden. Circular masonry elements remain today, while the steps to the right are also 
present, but the grass paths to the right are not evident. Also shown is the small Tennis House and 
Tennis Court, with a curved wall, steps and terrace existing at the time of this drawing. Courtesy 
Innocenti & Webel.   
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Figure 2.40 John Humes stands at the entry gate of the HJS Garden with the bathhouse in the 
background. Dark stepping stones rise above the plane of bright white crushed granite. Courtesy 
Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.41   A traditional Japanese lantern at the path’s curve creates a focal point to guide the 
visitor’s gaze along the path’s progression. Low growing evergreen shrubs rest on the irregularly 
sized boulders creating an indefinite path edge.  Shrubs and small trees are tightly trimmed to 
accentuate their natural shape. Courtesy Land Alliance 

Figure 2.42  This historic view shows the incorporation of the recently completed stroll garden with 
the existing canopy trees.  Materials are limited to vegetation, stone and wood to create a 
harmonious progression down the hillside.  Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.43  Electrified lanterns emit a gentle glow around the waterfall and pond.  Grasses, shrubs 
and trees provide varied textures and shades of green. In the foreground of this view, a thread leaf 
Japanese maple (Acer	palmatum ‘Threadleaf’) forms the dome of a shell arcing over stones arranged 
to resemble a turtle. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.44a  “J.P.H. Japanese Stroll Garden Wall Project Site Location” dated 25 October 1997. 
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Figure 2.44b  Detail of J.P.H. Japanese Stroll Garden layout documents the interior arrangement of 
elements of the garden layout. The wall project replaced an existing cedar fence to provide a sound 
barrier between the garden and Oyster Bay Road. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.45  Enlargement of “J.P.H. Japanese Stroll Garden Wall Project Section Detail” dated 25 
October 1997 shows the perimeter wall along Oyster Bay Road to be constructed in cement block 
and finished in medium brown stucco. A two-inch thick bluestone coping forms a cap. Wall and 
regularly spaced columns are planted with Boston ivy. Stephen A. Morrell. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.46a, b  “J.P.H. Japanese Stroll Garden Pond Renovation” by Stephen A. Morrell, dated 22 
November 1997, depicts pond sediment removal, masonry repair, installation of the cobblestone 
shore area and additional plantings. Courtesy North Shore Land Alliance. 
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Figure 2.47 “J.P.H. Japanese Stroll Garden Waterfall Elevation” dated 14 November 1997 by Stephen 
A. Morrell captures design intent of water fall, stonework, and plant groupings to include aquatic 
plants, composed around existing trees and waterfall rock outcropping. Courtesy Land Alliance 
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Figure 2.48  Current survey was carried out as part of the land partitioning for the sale of the 
eastern Schmidlapp residential landscape and the southern residential landscape on Frost Mill 
Road.  The survey shows complicated property lines, with extant buildings and landscape 
structures as well as the existing conservation easements.  6 March 2018. Joseph E. Dioguardi Jr. 
Courtesy Land Alliance 
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A. Introduction to 2019 Landscape 
 
The existing landscape of 2019 is the focus of this chapter. On-site field study, geographic 
information systems location data, and aerial and site photographs informed development 
of detailed base plan digital mapping. This narrative is accompanied by table, figure and 
plan graphics.  Reference plans of the 2019 landscape, L12.	2019	Landscape	Plan	and	
L13.	Tree	Plan, depict this existing landscape and are found at the end of this chapter.  
Taken together with	L1.	Landscape	Character	Areas included at the end of chapter 1, 
these three plans provide an overall capture of the Schmidlapp-Humes property 2019 
landscape.  L4.	1969	Landscape	Plan in chapter 2 also serves as graphic reference of the 
1969 landscape. The landscape of the Schmidlapp-Humes property, since the acquisition by 
Land Alliance, has been inspected and initial efforts to manage the landscape undertaken.  
The understanding of the current landscape and the assessment of historic landscape 
continuity and change established through this report serve to inform future steps.  
 
In-field geographic information systems (GIS) technology added details to the capture of 
existing trees for the base plan work. The HL and Land Alliance team members used a 
hand-held Trimble global positioning system (GPS) unit and backpack mounted extension 
antennae to record locations to sub-meter (+39 inch) accuracy. The team located and 
digitally recorded the position, and observed species, size and condition of approximately 
130 significant trees distributed across the property. The intent was not a complete 
inventory. Team efforts focused on large old trees and those remaining within the designed 
landscapes. Location data was imported and integrated to the 2019 base map to create the 
L13.	Tree	Plan.  Tree condition was visually assessed using a five-scale visual observation 
approach, in which A to E describes:  
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 A  excellent health, vigorous, no deadwood  
 B  good health, vigorous small dieback 
 C  poor health, visible damage to trunk, or large dead limbs  
 D  very poor health, reduced canopy from losses, trunk and limb damage  
 E  standing dead or trunk only from recent removal 

 
When tree condition is observed as C, public safety is of concern.  A condition rating of C 
identifies a potential safety hazard as the tree canopy exhibits dead limbs of four or more 
inches in diameter.  Unhealthy branches may fall at any time and limbs of this size can 
cause significant damage. Trees in D condition are unstable and require attention as well.   
 
 

B. LCA 1 Designed Landscapes of the Schmidlapp Residences Today 
 
The current character of LCA 1, the Schmidlapp residential landscapes, indicates a gradual 
decline over recent decades. With no major renovation, expansion or removal projects to 
the designed landscapes, the contributing features, organization, structures and circulation 
continue to exhibit the characteristics of their professionally planned legacy, combining the 
influences of Shipman, Vitale and Innocenti & Webel.  The designed landscapes of the 
Rumpus House, Rose Cottage and swimming pool terrace remain legible while a deficit of 
care contributes to overall landscape deterioration and loss of some contributing features.  
The resulting overall character is less distinct and detailed than the completed 1969 
landscape.  
 
Spatial and visual organization in 2019 is largely consistent with the 1969 landscape 
although with less crisp definition between areas and of land use.  Excess growth of 
vegetation or loss to designed plantings undermines landscape spaces and structured 
views defined by plantings. The open view from the entry at Frost Mill Road to the upslope 
hillside field, lacking the historic orchard trees, is now edged with mature trees and 
terminates at front of the tree-framed Rumpus House.  A south terrace remains, organized 
on axis with the historic parterre garden and arbor to the east.  The intimate parterre 
garden space, framed by a stucco wall at the south, west and partially east, distinguishes 
this landscape. Garage access and service functions continue to be positioned north of the 
house.  
 
The arrival landscape off Frost Mill Road remains formal, with curving stone walls, arced 
drive, and circular turnaround and island on axis with the historic front door. This 
arrangement establishes landscape symmetry facing an otherwise informal façade. To the 
north, the swimming pool terrace landscape is spatially and visually separated to a greater 
degree today not only by elevation and curved steps, but by the enclosure of mature 
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plantings. The swimming pool terrace and lawn maintains historic character in forming a 
private, internalized landscape, framed and screened on either side by ornamental 
evergreen plantings, with a building for changing rooms to the north and a retaining wall to 
the west (Figure 3.1). Atop the retaining wall, the open turf grass terrace continues to 
overlook the now degraded pool composition. Views from the terrace reveal deterioration, 
lack of pool use and dense growth of vegetation that compromise the clarity of this 
composition.  
 
The Rose Cottage and its evolved landscape is positioned above and northwest of the pool 
grouping out of view from the entry drive, Rumpus House, and pool.  An open lawn still 
extends from the Rose Cottage south façade affording views south across the near 
landscape. West of the Rose Cottage, the unused and degraded tennis court is surrounded 
by overgrown evergreens. North of the cottage, volunteer growth covers the formerly open, 
vegetable garden area of the Dogwood House, marked also by remaining foundations of the 
removed house and garage.  A large oak and some mature white pine dot the area near 
these foundations.  
 
Topography contributes to the organization of the LCA 1 as varied elevations plus grading 
establish features at several levels, remaining as historically sited. Rumpus House stands 
above a scenic pond, now partially overgrown at its margins. To the west, an intact natural 
saddle forms an undulating slope that drains eastward feeding the pond and stream. The 
historic swimming pool area grading remains, forming a flat shelf and side slopes to elevate 
this landscape as a separate recreation zone. Positioned higher, the upper overlook lawn 
affords views east over the pool complex and continues as an expansive setting for the Rose 
Cottage. The landscape still slopes upward to the west, reaching a level zone of the formerly 
open vegetable garden and field, now grown over.   
 
The Rumpus House plantings still define the spatial organization and landscape character 
in 2019 with expanses of turf, trimmed shrubs and dotted trees along the sunlit entry drive, 
the shaded south lawn and the sloping east lawn reaching the pond. Notated in the tree 
plan, large, old deciduous trees in LCA 1 include: ash (Fraxinus	species), black walnut 
(Juglans	nigra), European larch (Larix	decidua), tulip poplar (Liriodendron	tulipifera), white 
oak (Quercus	alba), American sycamore (Platanus	occidentalis), black locust (Robinia	
pseudoacacia) and littleleaf linden (Tilia	cordata). The American sycamore near Rumpus 
House and the pond possible date to 200 years or more in age. Older evergreen trees 
include sawara false cypress (Chamaecyparis	pisifera), eastern redcedar (Juniperus	
virginiana), red pine (Pinus	resinosa), white pine (Pinus	strobus) and Norway spruce (Picea	
abies) along with broadleaf evergreen American holly (Ilex	opaca). Orchard and ornamental 
trees include flowering dogwood (Cornus	florida), magnolia (Magnolia	species, possibly 
saucer or star magnolia) and apple (Malus	pumila). The loss of the historic orchard on the 
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east-facing hillside ends both the historic productive land use and linear structure 
established for the gently sloping pastoral landscape. 
 
The structure of the remaining plantings, while evident, has lost definition through lack of 
maintenance, becoming overgrown; it no longer exhibits the formality and symmetry of 
1969. There is also loss of a finer level of planting detail that includes former understory 
trees and shrub materials of the designed plantings.  Rehabilitation of the residence, 
underway at the time of this SH CLR1, focuses on the house, with foundation plantings 
cleared changing the character of this façade. Formal yew hedges bordering the drive at the 
front and around the drive circle remain although larger than intended. Lost shrub 
plantings at the entry walk and house façade are also evident (Figure 3.2).  The east façade 
and formal garden to the south, like the front entrance landscape retain overall form, while 
deterioration and loss of plantings as well as overgrowth are evident.   
 
Plantings at the swimming pool still shape that space although maturity has blurred the 
original organization. The addition of a code-compliant pool fence, loss of detail and 
overgrowth of the planted borders results in changes to the scale relationships, apparent 
when looking across the pool chamber from above (Figures 3.3 and 3.4).  Leading from the 
circular drive to the pool, the curving flagstone steps exhibit degradation while unchecked 
growth inhibits movement along the steps (Figure 3.5).  Plantings surrounding the Rose 
Cottage appear random as accretion of planting beds, and evolution of plant materials 
make it difficult to discern original elements. 
 
The principal circulation element remains the entry drive to the Rumpus House and Stable 
Complex on Frost Mill Road, west of Lower Francis Pond. The asphalt drive is constructed 
with a slight incline upon entry, still oriented to favor movements east toward the Rumpus 
House where it is graded into the sloping landscape, rising and then descending to the 
circle at the historic residence. A spur at the north of the circle continues to provide access 
to the garage at the north end. This asphalt drive is graded flush to meet adjacent turf areas 
along its length, potentially slightly raised with repaving, and likely non-historic steel 
edging installed at the front of the house around the circular portion. Access to the Rose 
Cottage and Stable Complex still requires a left turning after passing entry walls and piers.  
Historically this narrow drive sits on a rise in Frost Mill Road, however the change of 
material from asphalt to gravel likely occurred post 1969. Another drive spur aligns to the 
north rising to the Rose Cottage and connects to where the Dogwood House once stood 
further north. Characteristic narrow drive widths accommodating single lane movements 
fit into the landscape well, but are too narrow for easy passing of two-way traffic.  
 
A variety of historic paving materials, in generally fair to good condition, comprise the 
various paths, steps and drives in LCA 1, connecting destinations and providing routes 
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around buildings.  Original thick flagstones, laid out in a detailed geometric pattern, cover 
the east terrace and the south terrace facing the pond (Figure 3.6). The main entry retains 
large single flagging for the walk from the drive to the doorway. Narrow flagstone walks 
provide access to the parterre garden. Flagstone is also used for the curved walkway 
providing access from the Rumpus House to the Pool and Terrace chamber (Figure 3.5).  
Brick paving is used for the parterre garden walks and is used as stair treads with brick 
risers for the parterre garden and secondary set of steps from the Rose Cottage to the pool 
and terrace chamber.  Flagstone landings and steps are stable and appear to be in good 
condition, set over concrete slabs or on foundations.  Functional areas use concrete, as the 
case of the cast concrete stepping stones from the Rose Cottage to a small caretaker’s house 
below (Figure 3.7). 
 
Landscape structures, like walls, remain from earlier periods in LCA 1, reinforcing the 
spatial organization and contributing to the overall character. These structures include the 
low stone retaining walls at the drive entry with two brick piers (Figure 3.8). Contributing 
structures include the weathered and degraded terracotta block stucco-surfaced walls 
around three sides of the parterre garden and an overhead weathered wood pergola still 
supporting a thick-trunked wisteria vine possibly dating to the original garden planting in 
the later 1920s. Brick piers punctuate drive entry stone walls. Brick walls at the swimming 
pool chamber hold the remains of the white wash coating and show degradation from 
weathering and age.   
 
The naturalized pond east of the Rumpus House remains from the mill ponds that are part 
of the local landscape. The reflective surface of the water is seen from the east elevation of 
the house as well as the parterre garden.  Although cloaked in vegetation with less obvious 
shore than in 1969, the pond is a contributing feature of this landscape.  The small basin 
having a softly curved stone coping is central element of the garden (Figure 3.9). At the 
west entry an octagonal lead tank basin on a raised stone platform, positioned on axis with 
the main entry, forms a focal element of the drive circle island (Figure 3.10).  Another 
historic water feature that remains is the swimming pool with limestone capstones and 
concrete walls showing evidence of degradation today.    
 
Remaining small scale elements are generally associated with property landscape 
structures and water features to reflect the era in which they were constructed both in 
material and design. Historic iron gate and lambs’ tongue detailed handrails at the parterre 
garden steps differ from the style of iron railings on the east terrace of the Rumpus House 
and those atop the west wall at the pool terrace and at the Rose Cottage. All these 
remaining iron railings and gates require maintenance. Smaller elements such as the 
precast concrete urns set atop the entry drive pillars appear incorrectly scaled and do not 
appear to be historic.   
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In 2019, features contributing to the character of the of the LCA 1 Schmidlapp residences 
designed landscape are enumerated in comparison to the 1969 contributing features (CFs), 
succinctly noting changes (Table 3.1). Addressing the current as-found landscape, the loss 
of contributing features and character as well as a few additions, are noted as issues for 
consideration of landscape integrity, in Chapter 4, to include: 

 

 Loss of Dogwood complex landscape character and contributing features with open 
space grown in, no vegetable garden and removed residence and garage, while 
relatively level topography, large old oak tree, mature white pines, parts of drives 
and foundations remain 

 Loss of view from swimming pool complex and upper turf terrace to landscape 
beyond (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) 

 Replacement of turf with flagstone landings on curving stairway between the circle 
drive and pool terrace landscape (Figure 3.5) 

 Loss of flowering vines covering the Rumpus House entry balcony (Figure 3.10) 
 Loss of tall evergreen foundational plantings rising between the Rumpus House 

façade windows 
 Loss of paired specimen trees at rectangular end of pool (Figure 3.1) 
 Degraded Parterre garden pool (Figure 3.9) 
 Degraded and deteriorated swimming pool  
 Degraded surface and whitewash missing on terminal paired brick pillars 
 Addition of chain-link fence and gate at swimming pool 
 Addition of three mailboxes at entry drive on Frost Mill Road  
 Addition of bird bath in parterre garden 

 

 

C. LCA 2 Open Field with Stable Complex Today 
 

The large Landscape Character Area 2 comprises a sloping field historically used for 
agriculture and a Stable Complex that supported the property operations. This field 
landscape, while not in agricultural use, has grown in. Land Alliance efforts to reopen it 
began in 2015 to address about one-third of the ten-acre sloping field. In 2018-2019 the 
Stable Complex is under renovation for preservation reuse as a residence.   
 

The LCA 2 landscape land use historically responded to the natural topography as an open 
field. The Stable Complex sited near Frost Mill Road uses ground less suitable for 
agriculture, near and slightly above Frost Mill Road.  Today, diverse volunteer vegetation 
covers the field with herbaceous plants and trees groupings in biotic succession.  Central 
area clearing of volunteer and invasive species in 2017 partially recaptures the open 
character present in 1969 (Figure 3.11). 
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The spatial organization in 1969 sloped south from the drive at the ridgeline with variable 
grades and a somewhat rolling surface. Cleared of tree canopy and invasive species 
understory, the open landscape is visible from the east along the Rumpus House entry 
drive and from the Tavern House drive aligned along the west ridge. The historically open 
views provided a shared experience of a large open space, however today volunteer growth 
closes views over much of the field. The recent effort reopened the field landscape to a 
degree, but future work would be required to reopen the landscape and manage it as open 
space (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). 
 
In terms of spatial organization and views now, the Stable Complex at the south perimeter 
at Frost Mill Road is visually self-contained with predominantly internal views and a 
roadside presence. The Stable Complex is screened by a row of road edge mature evergreen 
trees, while dense canopy and understory vegetation screen to the east and west as well as 
up the north slope. Historically there was less vegetation surrounding this complex and 
some visibility uphill was likely.   
 
Softly undulating topography drops 40 feet across the field with slopes exceeding 25% in 
places.  A central saddle between the north and south ridges forms a hollow that extends 
from the field to the circle drive at the west entrance of the Rumpus House in LCA 1. This 
roling topography is part of the overall natural drainage system which remains largely 
unaltered in LCA 2, due to the lack of buildings and designed landscapes, as developed in 
LCAs 1, 3 and 4. 
 
Set about six feet above Frost Mill Road, the Stable Complex is nestled in the south facing 
slope with a terraced courtyard between the stables and cottage providing a level 
landscape on the steeply sloping bank (Figure 3.13). The landscape north of the stable is 
retained to nearly the second story of the stables to create a usable area at the front of the 
small tool storage shed.  These level spaces provided sufficient space for the former stable 
operations and the remainder of the sloped landscape remains unmodified.   
 
Vegetation in LCA 2 is a mix of deciduous and evergreen trees around the field margins 
near the partially encircling roads, that remains from 1969 with a dense infill of 
successional and invasive trees, shrubs, brambles and vines. Large, old deciduous trees 
found today in LCA 2 include red maple (Acer	rubrum), black walnut, American beech 
(Fagus	grandifolia), ash, tulip poplar, white oak, red oak (Quercus	rubra), bur oak (Quercus	
macrocarpa) and black locust. The species of the woodland near Frost Mill Road include 
black cherry (Prunus	serotina) and Norway maple (Acer	platanoides). The overgrown 
woodland near the tennis court has white pine, while the woodland along the western edge 
includes a sassafras (Sassafras	albidum) cluster. The woodland along the north edge of the 
area contains Norway maple, hickory (Carya	species), Japanese cryptomeria (Cryptomeria	
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japonica), American beech, Evodia (Tetradium	species) and bamboo. Evergreen trees in the 
LCA 2 include white pine, Norway spruce, Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga	menziesi), and eastern 
hemlock (Tsuga	canadensis). Flowering dogwood, crabapple (Malus	species) and cherry 
(Prunus	species) offer ornamental character and understory scale.  
 
The area cleared in 2017 is being managed for undesirable regrowth and will be seeded 
with native grasses and forbs with wildflower plugs added later. Trees and understory 
brambles including bittersweet vine (Celastrus	species) remain at the perimeter of the open 
field with openings at the Humes drive and lower Rumpus House drive.  Field investigation 
identified volunteer growth of black locust (Robinia	pseudoacacia) in the field perimeters.  
Historic documentation indicates garden manager Stephen Morrell harvested black locust 
trees for risers in the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden1.  The steeper slopes along Frost Mill 
Road at the Stable Complex hosts native hardwood species and volunteer undergrowth. 
Ornamental plantings including a line of planted maturing spruce trees (Figure 3.14). 
 
Vehicular movement remains focused on three connected drive segments that border LCA 
2 at the east, north and west with internal movement reserved for landscape management 
equipment. There are no constructed field paths or recognizable remnants of prior paths. 
The Stable Complex at the perimeter of the LCA connects to the east via a degraded asphalt 
drive linking to the main entrance at Frost Mill Road (Figure 3.14). A steep, short access 
drive in poor condition west of the stables provides vehicle access from Frost Mill Road to 
the small equipment shed to the north. Overgrown with vegetative cover, it is unclear if the 
area in front of the shed was paved.  
 
For 2019, contributing features of the of the LCA 2 Open Field with Stable Complex 
landscape are listed in comparison to the 1969 contributing features, with alterations of 
character noted (Table 3.2).  The current character of the formerly open field and Stable 
Complex landscape presents a series of issues that include: 
 
 Loss of agricultural uses of the open field northeast portion crops and hay for 

balance of area 
 Loss and partial recapture of open and scenic views across the cleared field 

landscape (Figure 3.11) 
 Addition of successional volunteer vegetation 
 Added mature and failing evergreen tree massing along interior road at north edge 

of field, Morrell era  
 Loss of continuous open access and free movement across open field 
 New use of Stable Complex landscape as residence (Figure 3.14) 
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D. LCA 3 Designed Landscapes of the Humes Residence Today 
 
The Tavern House Humes residence designed landscape of LCA 3 retains the organization, 
spatial patterns and many features of that earlier residential lifestyle, however the land use 
is no longer active. Edged by the Oyster Bay Road frontage to the west and uphill entry 
drive to the east, the areas around the residence continue to hold the designed circulation 
system, swimming pool, tennis court, rose garden, and plantings throughout.  
 
The sloping topography directs the LCA 3 spatial organization of these varied features 
linked together by a bridge, and several paths and steps. At the toe of the hill, the Tavern 
House and garage cottage orientation parallel to and upslope of Oyster Bay Road make 
these areas highly visible from the road frontage (Figure 3.15). The vegetation surrounding 
the Tavern House and the buildings separate the north terrace and yard from view. The 
entry yard to the south connects to the parking court and garage cottage.  Topography and 
vegetation limit views within the immediate landscape. Heavy vegetative cover hampers 
visual connectivity between low and high area areas of this residential landscape. 
 
The upslope landscape contains a recreation area including the litter covered but 
apparently sound tennis court paving without fences, the weed infested former rose garden 
and the failing structure of the former tennis house. Running parallel with the adjacent 
drive, the large footprint of the tennis court dominates the area.  Historic flagstone steps 
connect the paved tennis court terrace and the former rose garden brick walls, visually self-
contained today and not readily viewed from the adjacent landscapes due to mature and 
volunteer vegetation and topography.   
 
The historic pool house, swimming pool, terraces, greenhouse, potting shed, connecting 
circulation and plantings comprise a second currently unused and somewhat deteriorated 
recreation area in LCA 3. The historic axial organization of the bathhouse, pool, greenhouse 
and terraces creates a formal character within the surrounding naturalistic landscape of 
the west-facing hillside.  The hillside topography and fairly dense vegetation limit views to 
the near surrounds.  Height of the swimming pool perimeter yew (Taxus	species) hedge 
contains views due to lack of pruning and management (Figure 3.16).   
 
Topography guided LCA 3 design and development historically. The historic landscape in 
LCA 3, constructed on the west facing slope from the crest of the hill to Oyster Bay Road, 
drops approximately 30 feet. The Tavern House at the toe of this slope adjacent to the 
public road to the west required upslope development of the recreational landscapes to the 
east, which remain in a weathered, ageing form today.   
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Overhead canopy shade trees, understory invasive species and mixed tall grasses and forbs 
now make up the vegetative cover on the west facing slope of LCA 3. Some of the largest, 
oldest deciduous trees are ash, tulip poplar, and red oak. Norway maple and red oak  are 
seen within the woodland between Oyster Bay Road and the main drive. LCA 3 evergreen 
trees include eastern redcedar, Norway spruce and large Japanese yew (Taxus	cuspidata), a 
shrub grown to tree size. Ornamental flowering dogwood (Cornus	florida) a native tree and 
saucer magnolia (Magnolia	soulangeana) are noted, with the dogwoods repeated along the 
interior drive. The wooded hillside in the 2019 landscape heavily shades the pool, terrace, 
and greenhouse as opposed to the intended open hillside lawn as documented in Innocenti 
& Webel designs. The densely vegetated landscape hinders access and limits natural light.  
 
Remaining historic ornamental plant materials that were part of the residential landscape 
allude to historic planting compositions in areas including the Tavern House, garage 
cottage, and entry drive where a partially extant dogwood row partially maintains a 
historic rhythm. Fragmentary plantings no longer create a pleasing composition as, for 
example, overgrown and ungainly Japanese holly (Ilex	crenata) tower over the low brick 
wall at the entrance to the parking court (Figure 3.17).  Compositions lost in their entirety 
include the line of trees along Oyster Bay Road (Figure 3.18).  
   
Incrementally developed vehicular and pedestrian movements within this area of the 
property still accommodate various needs while responding to the topography of the west 
facing slope. Lateral or horizontal walks organized along topographic contours link 
features while minimizing steep paths. Steps or a series of stepped ramps (stramps) 
connect features where linkages are perpendicular to the slopes. Walkways and steps 
employ gray stone, brick or bluestone materials that remain appropriate, responding to the 
hierarchy of use, suitability to negotiate the sloping hillside.  Somewhat irregular bluestone 
paving covers larger areas of the swimming pool terraces and the Tavern House north 
terrace.  These terraces appear to be stable but unevenness is evident with misaligned 
joints and organic surface debris.  The partially buried stone walks between the Tavern 
House and tennis court complex appear to be missing sections demonstrating severe 
deterioration. The bluestone curbs of stramps from the lower Tavern House terrace have 
shifted over time and become difficult to use (Figure 3.19). Steps between the parking 
court and bathhouse, including the curved stairway to the greenhouse terrace constructed 
of brick risers and flagstone treads, as originally constructed, are likely to have full depth 
concrete footings and remain in visibly good condition.  
 
The main driveway with flanking stone piers and walls to either side enters the property 
intersect from Oyster Bay Road slightly north of the Frost Mill Road intersection. The 
asphalt drive with a cobblestone curb extends uphill, turning north to terminate at the 
parking court.  Sight lines at this drive location remain good, less concerning than those 
from the parking court of the garage cottage. The curve in Oyster Bay Road south of the 
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garage cottage shortens the sight line requiring consideration for Land Alliance future 
operations.  The asphalt paving at Tavern House garage is wearing with surface 
deterioration evident.   
 
There are varied landscape structures throughout LCA 3. These Humes era extant 
structures reflect the landscape character and materials as designed and built through 
1969 with current conditions ranging from fair to good. Structures added later are 
generally less complementary to the landscape character and perform more rudimentary 
purpose with less regard to the whole of the compositions.   
 
Low brick walls with thick bluestone capstones retain grade at the tennis house, the former 
rose garden, and the fireplace east of the pool house. Other walls on the property use cut 
stone, evident at the drive entry wall and piers at Oyster Bay Road, the low retaining walls 
north of the Tavern House and the tall retaining wall at the garage cottage parking court. 
Each of these walls constructed with varied sizes of granite stones, still display similar 
character. The low retaining wall south of the rose garden employs flat stacked stones, 
related in character to the other stone retaining walls at the Tavern House and garage 
cottage. The newer concrete block wall holding the grade away from the east wall of the 
Tavern House serves as an anomaly in this landscape.  
 
The swimming pool and shell and dolphin wall fountain are the two water features in LCA 
3. The decorative water fountain on axis with the pool house and swimming pool serves as 
a focal element.  A small precast concrete scalloped water bowl mounted on a brick wall 
over a water basin with bluestone coping remains today as designed, though the historic 
dolphin spout is missing and the fountain appears to be non-operational (Figure 3.20).  The 
formal geometric swimming pool with rectangular shape modified by semicircular ends 
repeats the form the Rumpus House pool. Fencing has been added around the pool for 
public safety.  
 
Smaller elements that contribute to the character of this area include railings and small 
ornaments. Wrought iron railings at the brick and flagstone steps continue the construction 
style of the Middle twentieth century bathhouse and greenhouse buildings. The functional 
railings are finished with a black paint and remain in good condition. A pair of ornamental 
precast stone planters of unknown vintage sit atop the stone piers at the entry drive.  
 
Recent changes to the designed landscapes of the Humes residence are characterized by 
vegetative growth and deterioration of circulation and landscape structures over time. 
Most of the contributing features persist, in variable condition from poor, to fair or good.  
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For 2019, contributing features of the LCA 3 Designed Landscapes and Humes Residences 
landscape are listed in comparison to the 1969 contributing features, with alterations of 
character noted (Table 3.3).  In 2019, loss of contributing features and additions that do not 
contribute to LCA 3 designed landscapes include: 
 
 Loss of residential landscape uses today  
 Loss of regularly spaced trees along Oyster Bay Road frontage (Figure 3.18) 
 Loss of views with closing of open hillside lawn west of pool landscape through 

growth of vegetation 
 Loss of symmetrical planting on south elevation of bathhouse 
 Loss of tree in central planter of Humes residence entry brick terrace  
 Addition of excess growth surrounding potting shed 
 Loss of roses in rose garden  
 Loss of water feature function of pool and fountain 
 Loss of rail fence along retaining wall walk at garage-cottage 
 Loss of wall-mounted dolphin water spout on the fountain  
 Loss of pair of figural sculptures on fountain wall piers noted in historic views 
 Addition of shed behind garage 
 Addition of chain-link fence and entry gates at pool (Figure 3.20) 

 
 
E. LCA 4 Designed Landscape of the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden Today 
 
The Humes Japanese Stroll Garden (HJS Garden) is unique to the conservation lands held 
by the Land Alliance. The HJS Garden draws a different user group than conservation lands 
and, with more visitation than any of the other conservation lands, the HJS Garden provides 
a platform to enhance visibility of the Land Alliance and potential support from a broader 
public.  With this significance in mind as well as the historic integrity of the HJS Garden, 
Land Alliance maintenance efforts especially focus here to enable the garden to remain 
open to the public.  Overall aging and weathering are evident and incursions of storm 
water, losses in plantings, and reduction of staff levels have modified the historic designed 
landscape character to a degree. LCA 4 land uses and overall spatial and visual organization 
remain in place and are legible. 
 
The HJS Garden represents the combined design efforts of Douglas DeFaya, Joan DeFaya 
and Stephen Morrell, working under the direction of John Portner Humes. The contributing 
features of the design largely remain intact and legible.  The organizing meandering path 
system persists through the garden, connecting uphill to the greenhouse and downhill to 
the parking lot. From this choreographed historic circulation network, sequential views 
from the paths, to carefully orchestrated framed scenes and objects, guide the experience of 
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procession through the garden. Intrusion of landscape debris, vegetation overgrowth and 
loss, and adjacent noise detract from the contemplative mood and focus at each 
successional landscape vignette. For example, an overgrown holly hedge at the moss 
terrace blocks the lower portion of the three featured stones, obscuring their relationship 
to the moss-covered ground.  
 
Purposefully positioned on a hillside to mimic a mountain and sea relationship in 
miniature, the topography of this relatively steep site drops down to the northwest about 
60 feet from greenhouse to Dogwood Lane parking lot. 
 
Vegetation and its management create many of the symbolic effects of the HJS Garden. 
Many important mature specimen and native trees remain within HJS Garden, while losses 
and changes in form of some special trees alter vegetation character. The ground plane and 
shrub layers are also weaker. For example, the diminished mid-height vegetative screen 
surrounding the tea house garden permits visual permeability to neighboring properties.  
This openness results from deer browse, evergreen tree maturity with lifting of lower 
branching, and lack of irrigation to support vigorous shrub growth (Figure 3.21). 
 
For LCA 4 large deciduous trees within the HJS Garden include American beech, ash, black 
walnut, tulip poplar and red oak. Sassafras, a native colonizing tree, is also observed. 
Ornamental flowering trees include the saucer magnolia. 
 
HJS Garden paths are sited to negotiate the sloping hillside topography.  Naturally more 
level areas are used for terraces and landscape structures.  Vertically set bluestone slabs 
and natural stone boulders continue to define the path edges while holding back the 
adjacent grade.  Along the path, inserted horizontally set wood risers and water breaks 
divert flows of stormwater to hold the path gravel in place. These black locust risers, 
harvested from the property, are variable in condition with some rot apparent.   
 
A natural valley landform hosts a constructed pond, waterfall, bog and stream that flows 
north to Middle Run. In recent years, stormwater has also entered above the pond valley 
from the adjacent Oyster Bay Road uphill to the west.  The masonry perimeter wall holds 
back much of the Oyster Bay Road storm drainage, though visible scouring at the gate near 
the pond indicates significant quantities of fast-moving water enter through the gate 
opening.  This scouring creates a secondary drainage channel bringing silt and road 
pollution into these water features with stormwater. 
 
Visitors enter the HJS Garden from Dogwood Lane on a brick-paved driveway apron 
through the stockade fence gated entry to a gravel parking lot (Figure 3.22).  Stands of tall 
bamboo frame and isolate the parking area to a degree.  A Torii gate at the southeast corner 
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announces the pedestrian entry and uphill path. The Morrell-designed path progresses 
south, crossing the small steam on a wooden bridge and climbing the hillside to the 
southern edge of the garden to meet the Torii gate and path envisioned by the DeFayas.  
 
Circulation through the garden on paths of irregular stepping stones set above decomposed 
granite still encourages a restrained pace.  The presence of landscape debris and volunteer 
vegetation mixed with the gravel diminishes the visual and symbolic contrast of the level 
and pristinely white path surface that represents smoothly flowing water. The outer path 
system of mulch with locust risers, added in recent decades, provides a woodland character 
with native canopy overhead and path-side naturalistic plantings. Need for renewed mulch 
and risers as well as denser understory is evident. 
 
The Japanese tea house and surrounding tea garden embody the symbolic conclusion of the 
symbolic river from mountain to sea progression.  Still holding the valley of the HJS Garden 
of landscape as originally, the diverging paths all lead to the grouping of tea house, pond, 
and waterfall.  The overarching structure of the contributing elements guide views across 
the expansive composition while smaller features, including stone lanterns, bonsai, 
featured stones, and vegetation continue to create a gradient of detail encouraging 
movement and close inspection.  Contamination of the black Mexican river rock paving and 
small white gravel compromises the intended effects (Figure 3.23).  Similarly, deferred 
renewal of the white gravel diminishes intended contrast and brightness. The loss of the 
display hut for Ikebana and Bonsai and the remaining bench with burlap-covered back 
drop also highlights changes in contributing features (Figure 3.24). 
 

The pond and waterfall express continuity while natural forces and passage of time have 
deteriorated some contributing features. The waterfall, restored under direction of Stephen 
Morrell, still provides an auditory underlay for contemplation. Repeated silt deposits from 
stormwater drainage through the nearby masonry wall gate accumulate in the pond and 
deteriorate the water features as well as paths and plantings.  Excess growth of bamboo at 
the pond perimeter arches over the pond and waterfall casting deep shadows. 

 
For 2019, contributing features of the of the LCA 4 HJS Garden are listed in comparison to 
the 1969 contributing features, with alterations of character noted (see Table 3.4).  
Additions to the garden are not represented in Table 3.4. In 2019, the non-contributing 
characteristics of the HJS Garden includes: 
 
 Intrusion of stormwater and silt flow from Oyster Bay Road into the pond during 

storm event creating a second drainage channel below the bog 
 Intrusion of vehicular noise 
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 Addition of highly visible and discordant overhead electric utility lines from Oyster 
Bay Road over the pond to greenhouse  

 
 

F. LCA 5 Native Woodland and Stream 
 

The land use is native woodland in conservation and stream corridor, remaining intact for 
the original Schmidlapp property purchase. Adjacent to the HJS Garden to the south, the 
stream corridor of historic Mill Run along Dogwood Lane is valued by the Land Alliance as 
an ecosystem element. The stream along Dogwood Lane carries local ground flows and 
storm water. LCA 5 remains basically intact today (Table 3.5). 
 
Views within these native woodlands are limited to nearby areas.  While the lack of dense 
understory vegetation permits views through tree trunks, the density of vegetation 
prevents extended sight lines.  The combination of vegetation and topography creates 
separation from Dogwood Lane and the adjacent Japanese Stroll Garden. The topography 
displays the rolling hill character of the larger study area and has had little to no grading 
disturbance as a result of agricultural or development practices. Dominant vegetation is 
deciduous trees with little undergrowth due to the heavy shade created by the healthy tree 
canopy (Figure 3.25).  As shown in L14	1938	to	2018	Aerial	Comparison, the native 
woodland remains intact across 80 years.  There are no canopy openings, designated trails, 
or roads through the landscape, although wildlife trails and informal bushwhack hiking 
routes are evident in some areas.   
 
Historically known as Middle Run, a natural stream, with a rock base, runs west to east at 
the north margin of LCA 5. Today it shows signs of heavy storm water flows and scouring 
due to runoff volume and intensity over some years.  There are no designed water features, 
landscape structures, buildings or furnishings or objects within LCA 5. In 2019, the non-
contributing characteristics of the Native Woodland and Stream include: 
 
 Stormwater scouring of the historic Mill Run  
 Invasive species at some woodland margins 
 White tailed deer pressure on woodland tree regeneration and native understory 

 
 

G. 2019 Landscape Summary 
 
As addressed in this area-by-area illustrated narrative, the 2019 landscape retains much of 
the character and the majority of the contributing features present in 1969. While 
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recognizable from that date, widespread deterioration of materials, details, and vegetation 
exist today, as noted throughout.  
 
Addressed in detail in Chapter 4, L15.	1969	and	2019	Comparison	Plan captures the 
property at these two timeframes, effectively serving as a side-by-side graphic reference.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENDNOTES	Chapter	3		

1Schmutz, Mary. Site Visit, Humes Japanese Stroll Garden, Mill Neck, August 29, 2018. 
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Table 3.1  LCA 1 contributing features chart. 
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Table 3.1  LCA 1 contributing features chart continued. 
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Table 3.2 Contributing Features of LCA 2, noting this historically open landscape altered 
today with unchecked volunteer growth, while initial clearing has reopened the center 
area. 
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Table 3.3  LCA 3 contributing features chart. 
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Table 3.3  LCA 3 contributing features chart continued.  
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Table 3.4   LCA 4 contributing features chart. 
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Table 3.4  LCA 4 contributing features chart continued.  
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Table 3.5   LCA 5 contributing features chart, demonstrating continuity of woodland 
canopy.  
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Figure 3.1 The LCA1 swimming pool area depicts the deterioration of the contributing 
features of this formal, symmetrical composition. Courtesy HL. (HS 2018 April 12 HL 
(317).jpg)  

 
Figure 3.2   LCA 1 entry drive image shows circular turnaround and island with trimmed 
yew hedges. Rumpus House façade plantings, porch, balcony with flowering vines are 
missing and lack landscape integration. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (90).jpg) 
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Figure 3.3  LCA 1 swimming pool cover and perimeter fence address safety. The fence and 
crowded trees negate that expansive historic view east toward lawn, stream and woods.  
Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 April 12 HL (327).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.4  LCA 1 view shows that overgrown vegetation encroaches on the former sunlit 
swimming pool composition. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (80).jpg) 
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Figure 3.5 LCA 1 flagstone steps with iron handrail curve up the hillside to the swimming 
pool complex through a tunnel of overgrown vegetation. Deterioration is visible in the 
stone settling and loss of joint grout. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (94).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.6  LCA 1 view over the Rumpus House south terrace shows the detailed shapes of 
the 1930s flagstone paver and reveals differential settlement. Courtesy HL.  (SHU EX 
Photos 29Aug2018 (3).jpg) 
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Figure 3.7  LCA 1 concrete stepping stone path leads from the Rose Cottage around the pool 
terrace and changing structure through a deteriorated white picket fence partially covered 
with volunteer vegetation. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (75).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.8  LCA 1 property entry view captures the likely Shipman designed stone wall and 
curb and the white washed brick piers by Innocenti & Webel. The mailboxes and urns are 
contemporary additions. Courtesy HL. (SHU EX Photos 2018Nov8HLCT(314).jpg). 
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Figure 3.9  LCA 1 parterre garden walks intersect at this dysfunctional fountain pool, with a 
carved stone rim and concrete basin. Brick paving shows typical Shipman details. The bird 
bath is an addition of unknown provenance. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 April 12 HL (273).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.10  In LCA 1, this octagonal lead water basin raised on steps and platform aligns 
on axis with the main entry to Rumpus House as the central feature of the entry drive 
circle. Courtesy HL. (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (171).jpg) 
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Figure 3.11  LCA 2 view south from ridgeline drive across the former field shows area 
cleared of volunteer plant materials. Courtesy HL (HS 2018 Nov 8 HL CT (78).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.12  LCA 2 captured in this 2018 aerial photograph shows central cleared zone and 
remaining volunteer vegetation. Courtesy Google Earth.  (GE-2018-6.jpg) 
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Figure 3.13  Remaining landscape and architectural features of the stables street façade 
express the historic use. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (211).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.14   LCA 2 Stable complex access drive shows asphalt pavement transitioning to 
gravel from the property entry drive. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Aug 29 HL CT (184).jpg) 
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Figure 3.15  LCA 3 Tavern House and garage cottage highly visible to passing traffic, despite 
the privacy afforded by the stockade fence. Oyster Bay Road may have been widened 
reducing the property frontage landscape. Courtesy HL.  (HS 2018 Nov8CT(646) jpg).   

 
Figure 3.16.  In LCA 3 covered, unused swimming pool is framed by an overgrown yew 
hedge. The composition lacks the crisp forms and symmetry intended. Courtesy HL.  (HS 
2018 Nov HL (1001).jpg)   
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Figure 3.17.  LCA 3 plant materials remain from the residential landscape as evidenced by 
this overgrown Japanese holly planted alongside the low brick entry wall at the parking 
court. Courtesy HL. (HU 2018 Nov 8 HL CT (9) jpg).  
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Figure 3.18  LCA 3 aerial sequence 1938, 1966, 1980 shows regularly spaced trees along 
Oyster Bay Road, now missing. Courtesy of Nassau County. 

 
Figure 3.19  This LCA 3 overgrown, deteriorated uphill bluestone walk with stone risers 
links the Tavern House, pool and tennis court. Courtesy HL. (HS2018NovHLCT(1002).   
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Figure 3.20   LCA 3 fountain on axis with the pool and bathhouse has lost dolphin detail  
and brickwork deterioration is visible. Note the chain link safety fence, not a part of 
designed character.  Courtesy HL. (HS2018NovHLCT(1002).   

 
Figure 3.21  LCA 4 winter view in HJS Garden reveals winter visual intrusion of the 
neighboring structures along Dogwood Lane. Courtesy HL.  (SHP field walk April 2018 HL 
POD (11).jpg) 
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Figure 3.22  LCA 4 gated wood stockade fence provides entry to the gravel parking area at 
the HJS Garden when open. Courtesy Google. 

 
Figure 3.23  LCA 4 detail of stone shows mixing of adjacent stone types diminishing the 
high contrast intended. Courtesy HL.  (SHP field walk April 2018 HL POD (10).jpg) 
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Figure 3.24.  LCA 4 bonsai display table incorporated into gravel and boulder gathering 
area remains. Courtesy HL.  (SHP field walk April 2018 HL POD (4).jpg) 

 
Figure 3.25  LCA 5 woodland edge as seen from Dogwood Lane illustrates the relatively 
intact native woodland canopy with volunteer species in foreground. Courtesy Google. 
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Schmidlapp-Humes Property Cultural Landscape Report Part 1 
  
 
 

 
 

 

Chapter 4: Landscape Analysis 
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A. Introduction to Analysis 
 
This analysis process explores several methods to understand continuity and change 
across the Schmidlapp-Humes landscape. Relevant to future pursuit of an historic listing, 
the significance of the property in relation to National Register of Historic Places (National 
Register) criteria of significance is addressed here first. A related landscape integrity in this 
analysis discussion assesses the seven aspects of integrity. An accompanying graphic 
exploration of the overall property employs a sequence of aerial photographs from 1938 to 
2018. The comparison of the 1969 and 2019 landscape plans provides another method of 
visually capturing 50 years of evolution. The analysis text concludes with a discussion of 
the integrity of each LCA, in sequence.  
 
 

B. Cultural Landscape Historic Significance and Integrity 
 
Listing on the National Register of Historic Places represents a determination of the 
historical significance and contemporary integrity of a property important in history at the 
local, state or national level. The landscape origins and evolution presented in Chapter 2, 
and the review of the existing landscape in Chapter 3 form the basis for this analysis of the 
historic designed landscape resources.  The SH CLR 1 assesses the Schmidlapp-Humes 
landscapes according to established eligibility criteria and methodology as established in 
the National	Register	Bulletin	15:	How	to	Apply	the	National	Register	Criteria	for	Evaluation.   
 
The assessment and analysis of the landscape evolution from its early history and 
development in 1740 to current day as presented in this report supports nomination for 
the National Register of Historic Places (National Register). The Schmidlapp-Humes 
property as it exists in 2019 exhibits the requisite significance and integrity for listing on 
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the National Resister of Historic Places as the Schmidlapp-Humes Estate Historic District.  
Composed of LCAs 1 to 5, the district encompasses all of the designed landscapes 
constructed under the Schmidlapp and Humes ownerships starting in 1924. The designed 
landscapes of LCAs 1, 3 and the first phase of 4 were completed by 1969, while LCA 4, first 
opened to the public in 1980, was the subject of improvements in the late 1980s and 1990s 
and continues to evolve to the present. LCA 5 is a woodland and the Middle Run stream 
corridor conservation parcel that remains essentially as it was when purchased by the 
Schmidlapp’s.  
 
Three prior historic surveys focused specifically on separate contributing features: the 
Rumpus House and Stable complex; the Tavern House, the Humes residence; and the tea 
house of the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden. These surveys provided documentation and 
information, not yielding an eligibility determination for National Register listing.1  
Submittal of the SHECRI study in 2018 resulted in a determination of eligibility for the 
property as a historic district, including the architecture and landscape components.2 This 
determination supports progress on a National Register nomination. 
 
Cultural	Landscape	Significance	
As defined in federal guidance, historic significance “in American history, architecture, 
archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, 
and association, and:   
 

A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history; or 

B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or 
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction; or 

D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or 
prehistory.”3 

 
Of these four criteria for significance, the Schmidlapp-Humes designed historic landscape 
exemplifies the qualities of Criterion C, as a landscape shaped by recognized masters and 
possessing high artistic values. In addition, the determination of eligibility cites Criterion A 
related to association with historic events, which the areas of the landscape not subject to 
design efforts may also reflect, in particular the settings for historic buildings and the 
conservation lands may be relevant. In addition, the determination cites a period of 
significance from circa 1750 to 1969, noting early land and building uses, Schmidlapp and 
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Humes era and imprints of architects and landscape architects they added. Further, it cites 
the opening of the Humes Japanese Stroll Garden to the public in 1980. The later changes to 
this garden are not mentioned in the eligibility determination. 
 
Research associated with this cultural landscape report did not support district eligibility 
under Criterion A, association with significant events; Criterion B, association with 
significant people; or Criterion D, archeological significance. Additional potentially 
applicable criteria are described in the SHECRI document. The combined narrative of 
women’s contributions in the history of the property does provide some support for 
Criterion B.  Four women associated with the property displayed leadership through 
careers and volunteer work in fields that were male-dominated at the time. Jemima Baker 
managed a farm and guesthouse on the property in the mid-nineteenth century.  Landscape 
architect, Ellen Shipman designed the Rumpus House landscape.  Frances Cooper 
Schmidlapp was a charitable volunteer in the early twentieth century and served on the 
board of the Beekman Downtown Hospital in Manhattan. Her daughter, Jean Cooper 
Schmidlapp (Humes) earned her MD in 1949 and served as a surgeon at North Shore 
Hospital.  The determination of eligibility for National Register listing, prepared by the NYS 
OPRHP serves as guidance for the criteria to be used in preparing a nomination. 
 
The Schmidlapp-Humes landscape expresses characteristics of a Country Place. Initially 
developed in the 1920s and 1930s, the Schmidlapp-Humes property shares characteristics 
with many Country Places, which are relatively large properties, shaped by the elite class, 
and including designed landscapes created for aesthetic quality and varied uses.  Many 
ornate estate landscapes were developed during Long Island’s Gold Coast years; however, 
the Schmidlapp-Humes property expresses a more modest family-oriented rural retreat.  
Features contributing to its rural character include landscape organization to maximize 
landscape views and sense of breadth; designed plantings; features for recreation; a site-
specific circulation network of paths, steps, drives; and a collection of landscape structures 
including walls, pergolas and tanks. 
 
Designed by three successive landscape architecture firms, each of which is considered 
masters of their craft, the Schmidlapp and Humes designed landscapes are of high artistic 
value, as documented in Chapter 2.  At the Rumpus House, the entry, foundation plantings, 
terraces and parterre garden appear to be designed by Ellen Biddle Shipman.  Shipman was 
a prominent landscape architect who often worked with architects Peabody, Wilson & 
Brown to create a unified composition of house and garden. Her style of landscape 
organization and detailing remains present in the Rumpus House landscape and a 
commission for the Schmidlapps is cited in a Shipman book, although no Shipman drawings 
have been located.  Landscape architect Ferruccio Vitale, of the firm Vitale and Geiffert, 
designed the pool terrace landscape in a crisp formal style of strong horizonal planes and 
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views blended into an informal framing.  The third landscape architecture firm, Innocenti & 
Webel, continued work on the property in further elaborating aspects of the Rumpus House 
landscape and providing the site plans, details, and planting plans for the Tavern House 
residential landscape. Innocenti & Webel’s work employed clear geometric and 
symmetrical detailing and elegant as well as useful focal features, in response to the steep 
hillside topography of the Tavern House, Humes residence site. 
 
The HJS Garden possesses high artistic value and displays distinctive characteristics of a 
type: a Japanese garden. This garden, composed as a complete work of art by Douglas and 
Joan DeFaya between 1962 and 1966, includes characteristic elements of a Japanese 
garden including a tea house with accompanying tea garden, pond, stone lanterns, stepping 
stone paths, and symbolic stones.  Japanese gardens are layered with symbolism with many 
individual features embodying spiritual or emotional characteristics.  Furthermore, 
Japanese gardens typically represent a larger landscape.  Conceptualized as a river’s 
journey from a mountain to the sea, the hillside on which this garden is built served as a 
scaled mountain with the pond representing the sea.  Renovation and additional work 
under direction of Stephen Morell in the 1980s remained consistent with the design intent 
and character of the Japanese garden.   
 
Cultural	Landscape	Integrity	
Integrity is defined as the degree to which the character and details of the period of 
significance remain and communicate the identity of a historic property. In this SP CLR1 a 
date of 1969 focuses analysis on the as-built landscape in place at that time. This date is 
also the fifty-year threshold normally applied to the evaluation of significance. While the 
Schmidlapp-Humes property has experienced benign neglect, the designed landscapes 
remain recognizable from their completion date of 1969. Deterioration of landscape 
features, overgrowth of vegetation and accumulation of litter and debris are visible but do 
not negate the retention of many contributing features, while deterioration does impact the 
assessment of the seven aspects of integrity to a degree. In addition, much of this neglect in 
recent decades is reversible. 
 
In the few years since the recent acquisition by the North Shore Land Alliance, efforts to 
stabilize deteriorated features, regain control of overgrowth and maintain portions of the 
property for visitors have limited additional loss of integrity.  
 
The landscape of the Schmidlapp-Humes property maintains integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, feeling, workmanship, and association to varying degrees across the 
LCAs.  In summary the level of integrity of the landscape for these seven aspects, ranging 
from low, to moderate to high, is assessed to be: 
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Aspect	of	Integrity		 Level	of	Integrity	
Location  High- original property substantially intact 
Setting  Moderate- adjacent traffic noisy, more development to north 
Design Moderate- most contributing features, deterioration notable 
Materials Moderate- weathering and decline of condition 
Feeling Moderate- lack of use, degraded appearance 
Workmanship Moderate- degradation limits presence of craft 
Association Moderate- family use no longer present 
 
The overall level of landscape integrity is moderate to high. It is useful to note that the 
general deterioration is in many cases reversible and that the historic integrity of the 
property can be increased with general clean-up and repair of the contributing features 
that remain. 
 
 

C. 1938 to 2019 Aerial Photograph Comparison 
 
The collection of available aerial images is particular helpful when arranged in time 
sequence, providing a graphic summary that can be read across the years. L14	1938	to	
2019	Aerial	Comparison, shows the evolution of the Schmidlapp-Humes landscape from 
the first stages of completed designed landscapes and early land uses to today. It provides 
evidence supporting landscape integrity and retention of contributing features, to varying 
degrees.  
 
The images on L14 capture the overall property across eight decades. The open field, 
agriculture underway and woodland areas of the landscape are clearly seen on the 1938 
aerial, to articulate the spatial and visual organization of the property. While the 1966 
aerial retains these basic patterns, the active agriculture is less visible although it may 
remain as a seasonal use. This 1966 image includes the orchard trees on the sloping lawn 
west of Rumpus House, that are clearly seen in 1938 as well. The field shows track marks, 
possibly from farm machinery movements for haying, as the entire field area remains open 
and free of woody growth in the 1960s. The details of the designed landscape of the 
Rumpus House, Tavern House and DeFaya designed HJS Garden are also generally 
discernible in 1966, and are shown as designed and documented as built on L4	1969	Plan. 
 
The 1980 image records a degree of change with increased tree canopy partially obscuring 
the three designed landscapes. The open field is beginning to show woody growth and lack 
of mowing, while the vegetable garden area is inactive and some of the orchard trees are 
missing.  
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2000 and 2012 aerials both document the shift to biotic succession of volunteer vegetation 
in the open field, and continuing canopy expansion. A new evergreen tree double row is 
evident along the ridgeline drive to the north, while the evergreen surrounds at the tennis 
court densely enclose and shade that feature, probably indicating a lack of use.  In the 2018 
image, an irregular area in the center of the field has been reopened, although of lesser size 
than the approximately ten-acre extent in 1938 and 1966.  Six orchard trees are evident in 
this view.  
 
Across the entire span of eighty years the native woodland remains in full canopy. While 
the property generally retains the overall spatial organization, circulation network and 
structures as shaped, changes appear in visual organization and vegetation and are 
documented through time.  
 
 

D. 1969 and 2019 Landscape Plans Comparison 
 
L15	1969	and	2019	Plan	Comparison shows these two plans, developed by HL from 
documentary sources and field study, side-by-side for ease of visual understanding.  On 
these plans details of the designed landscapes of the Rumpus House, Tavern House and HJS 
Garden are readily discerned although small, and more clearly at the larger scale on L4	
1969	Landscape	Plan and L12	2019	Landscape	Plan.  This comparison brings forward 
quite clearly the closure of the field perimeter with volunteer growth. The canopy over the 
Tavern House landscape has grown in as well. For LCA4 the expansion of the HJS Garden is 
indicated with the additional paths and the Dogwood Lane parking area, developed beyond 
the 1960s original area of this traditional Japanese garden, both adapted to this site. The 
circulation system remains basically intact, though somewhat degraded over the 50-year 
timespan.  Property boundaries also vary from the current ones. In summary, the 2019 
landscape retains the obvious spatial organization, circulation network and structures as 
shaped, overall changes appear particularly in the evolution of vegetation.   
 
 

E. Assessment of Continuity and Change by LCA 
Presented in chapters 2 and 3 the chart for each of the five LCAs includes an integrity 
assessment in the accompanying tables 4.1 through 4.5. The charts: 
 
 List 1969 contributing features by feature type as shown in Chapter 2 
 Indicate whether present, degraded or missing in 2019, as shown in Chapter 3 
 Note the continuity as low, moderate or high 
 Assess the level of integrity as 1, 2 or 3 ranging from low to moderate to high 
 Provide an average number for the integrity of each contributing feature type 
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These charts are useful summaries of landscape continuity and change over 50 years. For 
each LCA, the summary integrity level is noted in the following text. 
 
LCA	1	Designed	Landscapes	and	Schmidlapp	Analysis	
The Rumpus House, Caretakers Cottage, landscape structures, and vehicular circulation 
visible in 1969 aerials are extant in the landscape in 2019.  No buildings, structures, or 
vehicular circulation has been added to the landscape since 1969. A notable change in LCA1 
is the removal of the house and garage in the Dogwood house area north of the pool 
complex.  The visible expansion of tree canopy, noted previously on aerial photographs and 
plans, reflects the closure of views and increase of shade within this landscape.  Vegetation 
encroachment is visible around the former Dogwood complex, north and east of the Rose 
Cottage, east of the pool, south of the Rumpus House, enclosing the pond. Across the eight 
contributing features types, the range of integrity runs from 1.5 to 3.0, with a basic average 
at 2.0 indicating moderate integrity of the LCA 1 landscape. 
 
LCA	2	Open	Field	with	Stable	Complex	Analysis	
In the 1938 aerial, areas of cultivation, seen in the northwest corner of the field as 
agricultural use are visible in LCA2.  By 1966 mown lines, likely related to haying, are seen 
across the field and productive use may still be underway in the northeast area along the 
ridge road. Trees are limited to the periphery and surround the tennis court, which is in 
LCA 1 as a recreation feature but intrudes into the field zone.  By 2019 as shown on L14, 
trees have encroached across much of the formerly open field substantially reducing the 
acreage of open space. The presence of trees and successional vegetation indicates 
discontinued agricultural uses as well as lack of field mowing for a number of years. There 
is a greater degree of change than of continuity for the open field, although reopening of the 
center area has already begun and more can be done in future. Today the integrity of LCA 2 
is moderate, as five contributing features are ranked yielding a 2.0 average.   

 
LCA	3	Designed	Landscapes	and	Humes	Residence	Analysis	
The historic resources within the Tavern House residential designed landscape remain 
extant from 1969 including the topography, selected vegetation, circulation, and habitable 
and non-habitable structures. Deterioration of the rose garden, tennis court with terrace 
and tennis house, bathhouse and pool landscape, greenhouse and potting shed landscape of 
steps terraces paths and fireplace, and garage with forecourt are noted but these 
contributing features remain. As with the other character areas, vegetative growth and 
encroachment alters the landscape at a scale visible from aerial photographs.  For example, 
trees have grown to heavily shade the rose garden and the pool landscape. Overall LCA 3 
integrity ranking is moderate to low, with an average of 1.8 across all eight contributing 
features types. 
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LCA	4	Humes	Japanese	Stroll	Garden	Analysis	
The HJS Garden has a remaining core area as designed and completed by 1969.  Garden 
additions include a second, outer series of paths, steps, small bridges and plantings as well 
as a parking area and entry gate to the northwest. These were all designed and installed 
under the direction of John Humes and the planning and garden management of Stephen 
Morell with adherence to the aesthetic and symbolic qualities of a traditional Japanese 
garden. These additions are harmonious with the intent of the designed character present 
in 1969.  Historic resources present in 1969, including the tea house and pond, remain.  
Maintenance efforts in the garden have generally adhered to standard preservation 
practices to include replacing in-kind when possible, although a lesser level of management 
is evident in the garden as-found today. For the integrity ranking the HJS Garden is 
moderate to high with an average of 2.3. 
	
LCA	5	Native	Woods	and	Stream	
LCA 5 exhibits continuity through fifty years in terms of remaining a closed canopy 
woodland of predominantly native trees.  The degradation of Middle Run, the stream along 
Dogwood Lane appears to have occurred due to higher storm water flows in recent years 
and resultant scouring. Overall LCA 5 Native Woodlands and Stream has a high degree of 
integrity with four contributing features of land use, spatial and visual organization, 
topography and vegetation all quite intact. The average of 2.75 yields a high integrity. 
 

Overall Integrity of the Schmidlapp-Humes landscapes, designed and natural, hovers in the 
moderate zone. As noted previously, integrity can be bolstered through preservation repair 
and ongoing management. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENDNOTES	Chapter	4	

1 Gregory G. Deitrich, Schmidlapp-Humes Estate Cultural Resources Inventory, Nov 2018, pages 68-69 
2 Jennifer Betsworth, Resource Evaluation, notes that Property meets eligibility criteria, Criteria A and C, 4 
December 2018, New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation,  
3 US Department of the Interior, National Register Criteria for Evaluation, National	Register	Bulletin:	How	to	
Apply	the	National	Register	Criteria	for	Evaluation, accessed 11 Feb 2019. 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb15/nrb15_2.htm   
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Table 4.1 Contributing character and features for LCA 1. 
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Table 4.1 Contributing character and features for LCA 1, continued. 
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Table 4.2 Contributing character and features for LCA 2. 
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Table 4.3 Contributing character and features for LCA 3. 
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Table 4.3 Contributing character and features for LCA 3, continued. 
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Table 4.4 Contributing character and features for LCA 4. 
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Table 4.4 Contributing character and features for LCA 4, continued. 
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Table 4.5 Contributing character and features for LCA 5. 
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A. Moving Forward 
 
The Schmidlapp-Humes historic designed landscapes, field and woodlands all contribute to 
this unique, evolved property. Although some degradation and losses have been noted over 
time, much remains and can be stewarded effectively into the future. As a CLR Part 1, 
addressing history, existing and analysis aspects, this work informs rather than directs. 
However, having learned a great deal about this landscape in the process, some next steps 
can be suggested for consideration. 
 
A variety of opportunities for future stewardship, recognition, visitor uses and presentation 
of the Schmidlapp-Humes property are potentials for the Land Alliance. Potential 
approaches and themes are provided here to aid in future planning.  Each initiative would 
require resource allocation that is economically sustainable.  Priorities may also consider 
alignment to the Land Alliance mission and their objectives for the Schmidlapp-Humes 
property and its contributing landscape as itemized and explained at the beginning of this 
SH CLR1. 
 
 

B. Potential Next Steps 
 
National	Register	Listing	
As a near term target, a nomination for listing in the National Register should be prepared. 
The documentation needed to develop this nomination of the Schmidlapp-Humes Historic 
District National Register of Historic Places is included in the two reports prepared for the 
Land Alliance, this SH CLR 1 and the SHECRI. Recognition associated with National Register 
listing will be helpful in gaining broader awareness of this unique property and its historic 
value. 
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Preservation	Approach	
The Land Alliance should be clear in communicating their preservation approach to all 
stakeholders, the community and the general public. Federal guidance for landscape 
preservation sets forth four treatments, with varying level of intervention, which are: 
Preservation, Restoration, Reconstruction and Rehabilitation.1 
 
The basis of Preservation is to take care of what you have. Applying a Preservation 
approach is the most limited intervention and aligns well with Land Alliance objectives for 
this property.  A “preserve and repair” approach describes protecting and stewarding 
features within the landscape and repairing damages and removing safety issues. This 
approach does not necessitate reconstruction of missing elements, nor does it require 
removal of recent additions.  Preserve and repair as a process would address safety issues 
and move on the repairs for weather or age degradation. It offers a flexible preservation 
philosophy rooted in caring for what remains through responsible stewardship.  
 
Both Restoration and Reconstruction involve interventions to bring a landscape or a 
contributing feature back to the character and details of an earlier time.  These approaches 
require detailed historic documentation to authentically replicate a moment in time. 
Neither of these more intensive approaches aligns to the Land Alliance objectives for the 
property. 
 
Rehabilitation respects the landscape and contributing features in place today while 
adapting for a range of contemporary uses that achieve current objectives. A Rehabilitation 
approach can, for example, improve access and shift uses to accommodate programs and 
events. This approach offers flexibility to address contemporary needs and desires.  
 
To meet Land Alliance objectives, combined directions that provide access, foster learning 
and host programs and events align to Preservation and Rehabilitation approaches applied 
together. This combined direction will serve to steward contributing historic features, 
maintain and manage the landscape, as well as interpret this diverse property to visitors.  
 
Basic	Landscape	Clean‐up	
The Schmidlapp-Humes landscape shows signs of benign neglect everywhere. Pavements 
of all types are littered with organic materials built up over time, drives and paths exhibit 
wear and degradation over time, large trees show signs of decline that require arborist 
work to remove larger dead branches. The Land Alliance can undertake a process of overall 
clean-up area-by-area to foster safe public access. This clean-up process will reveal levels 
of deterioration of the built elements, drives, paths and walls that may then be assessed for 
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repairs or rebuilding as needed into the future. As with all initiatives, funding is needed to 
carry out an overall clean-up. 
 
Habitat	and	Ecological	Restoration	
There is a high potential for a rich and diverse habitat within the Schmidlapp-Humes 
property. Incremental, targeted management over the coming years can yield impressive 
results.  The field landscape as initially cleared and as managed and further cleared in the 
future offers a rich opportunity for habitat with native grasses, wildflowers, pollinators, 
insects and nesting for endangered field birds, as well as avian migration uses. The other 
slopes of this landscape support a successional woodland, and natural and designed water 
features which provide several ecotypes to foster native plants, insects, birds and small 
mammals. The Land Alliance has the opportunity to manage this diverse landscape to 
safeguard contributing features while encouraging meadow grassland, woodland, edge and 
aquatic habitats that will enrich the property and create a biotic and educational resource 
for the region.  
 
Important aspects of a habitat-based management approach include suppression of 
invasive species, stormwater management and native species plantings. Successful invasive 
species suppression and new native plantings require a multi-pronged methodology. 
Suppression begins at targeted locations and expands through incremental systematic 
work.  Shifting the field to rich, diverse meadow grassland can build on the 2017 clearing 
efforts, to establish a healthy herbaceous plant community. The threatened field birds, like 
the Savannah sparrow and bobolink, require undisturbed fields from early spring through 
about mid-July. Butterflies require their food plants as well as cocoon locations, some that 
overwinter. Recent guidance indicates that only half of a field should be mown annually so 
that cocoons of praying mantis and butterflies are retained. As research comes forward, the 
Land Alliance should seek out new guidance to effectively manage the meadow grassland 
habitat. 
 
Invasive species, such as English ivy, Japanese honeysuckle, barberry, multiflora rose and 
European buckthorn are often found at woodland margins. Inspection of the woodlands 
may reveal additional undesirable, non-native plants. Suppression would follow, 
incrementally as resources allow. White tail deer is a target mammal that through 
overcrowding can have a detrimental influence on the future forest as deer browse young 
tree growth limiting diversity and vitality and rub small trees damaging bark. Inspection of 
the woodlands, looking for deer pressures today, creates a baseline understanding. Once 
the situation is known, deer management measures could be explored, as required to foster 
a healthy woodland with ongoing regeneration of native species. 
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An ongoing, incremental process of Land Alliance habitat management over the years will 
yield a rich site for nature, as well as protecting an important evolved landscape that has 
historic value. 
	
Clarifying	Suitable	Recreation	Types	
The acreage of the Schmidlapp-Humes property provides varied opportunities for 
recreation of several types. Current use highlights only passive, simple enjoyment and 
relaxation, and active exercise for fitness, which offers a poorer typology than the historic 
one.  Seminal landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted Sr. developed many of the finest 
and most enduring public landscapes across our nation. Olmsted believed outdoor 
accessible landscapes were essential to physical and psychological wellness.  He authored 
texts noting the types of recreation as recreative, gregarious, and exertive and, in his works, 
he also shaped landscape for educational value. Olmsted’s term recreative means to 
recreate yourself, to gain a sense of psychological wellness and calm by being in a 
landscape, what we call passive recreation today. Recreative activities may be simple 
enjoyment of a green, living landscape through sitting, leisurely strolling, relaxing, 
individually, in pairs or small groups.  Gregarious recreation is social, for people to come 
together and enjoy, with picnics and gatherings to directly interact, share a social event, or 
be visible to one another without interaction. For Olmsted this was the basis of democratic 
public space use. Exertive recreation is about fitness and exercise that can be engaged in 
through movement, walking, jogging, stretching, yoga and similar activities. For the 
Schmidlapp-Humes property, exercise can take place without sports facilities. Educational 
value, to learn from the landscapes, is the fourth recreation type. Learning within a 
landscape explores varied themes imbedded in the place. For the Schmidlapp-Humes 
landscape, these would include history, nature, ecology, and more. 
 
Each of these types of recreation suits the Schmidlapp-Humes property.  The Land Alliance 
can simply open the landscape to diverse uses, post rules for acceptable uses and program 
the property for gatherings and events.  In the future, varied learning can be fostered 
through guided tours, signage or a mobile app supported by a Wi-Fi system to highlight and 
inform about historic and existing features, natural systems, habitat and plant and animal 
species. 
 
Educational	Themes	
Educational themes can be communicated to visitors through interpretive signage, 
programming, and other media outlets.  Through research of historic documents and 
assessment of the Schmidlapp-Humes property, a number of possible educational themes 
arise: 
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 Designed	Landscapes: The designed landscapes of the Rumpus House, Tavern House and 
Japanese Stroll Garden are valuable records of beautiful landscape design.  They 
contribute to a narrative describing the role of the landscape in the popularity of the 
country estate movement in the early twentieth century.  The landscape designs by 
Ellen Biddle Shipman, Ferruccio Vitale, and Innocenti & Webel are considered the 
works of masters and contribute to eligibility of the proposed Schmidlapp-Humes 
Historic District for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.   
 

 Women’s	History: Interpretation of the property through a women’s history lens would 
provide an under-explored perspective across the history of this landscape.  Interpreted 
landscape features and signage may aid in telling the story of women on the land from 
indigenous peoples, to the farm managed by Jemima Baker, to the landscape design of 
Ellen Biddle Shipman, to the medical practice of Jean Schmidlapp Humes.  
 

 Japanese	Style	Landscape: The authentically designed Japanese Stroll Garden was 
designed with an intrinsic narrative of a mountain stream leading to the ocean.  The 
garden can provide a narrative to describe the traditional Japanese style of garden 
design and its methods to create a space of respite and contemplation.  
 

 Habitat	and	Ecological	Restoration:	As ecological restoration proceeds, education and 
interpretation could reflect the efforts made to support native flora and fauna. 
Educating visitors on how these efforts impact the region and the broader environment 
would follow to address such topics as resident and migratory species and the web of 
ecotones that can be fostered and enriched on this ecologically valuable property. 

 
A combination of these priorities and themes may be most appropriate in moving the 
Schmidlapp-Humes property landscape rehabilitation forward. However, the Land Alliance 
should take care to prioritize and focus these themes and approaches as much as possible.  
The more focused the concept, the more clearly it can be conveyed to visitors. A complex 
story covering women’s history, habitat restoration, and Japanese style landscape design 
may be diluted and lack the impact of a landscape focusing on a single concept.  Discussions 
to assess the strength of these approaches should begin within the Land Alliance team and 
include the expertise of a landscape architect to determine the best method of 
implementation. 
 
 

C. Conclusion  
 
As the work of bringing this unique historic property to the public continues, the 
subsequent steps to be undertaken will also progress.  The expansion of access, recreation, 
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learning and experience over time will foster a community that cares about this former 
rural family retreat.  The exceptional quality of design exhibited by landscape architecture 
masters Ellen Biddle Shipman, Ferruccio Vitale, and Innocenti & Webel and the detail of the 
archetypal Japanese Stroll Garden are jewels of the Long Island North Shore worthy of 
preservation and a full range of contemporary uses, as resources support continued 
improvements over time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENDNOTES	Chapter	5	

1 Birnbaum, Charles with Christine Capella Peters, Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties with Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes, US DOI, NPS, Historic 
Landscape Initiative, 1996. 
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Deciduous 
Code Scientific Name Common Name 
Ap Acer platanoides Norway Maple 
Ar Acer rubrum Red Maple 
Bl Betula lenta Yellow Birch 
Bp Betula paperifera Paper Birch 
Cs Carya species Hickory 
Fg Fagus grandifolia American Beech 
Fs Fraxinus species Ash 
Jn Juglans nigra Black Walnut 
Ld Larix decidua European Larch 
Lt Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip Poplar 
Mo Morus species Mulberry 
Po Platanus occidentalis American Sycamore 
Pse Prunus serotina Black Cherry 
Qa Quercus alba White Oak 
Qm Quercus macrocarpa Bur Oak 
Qp Quercus palustris Pin Oak 
Qr Quercus rubra Red Oak 
Rp Robinia pseudoacacia Black Locust 
Sa Sassafras albidum Sassafras 
Tc Tilia cordata Littleleaf Linden 
Us Ulmus species Elm 
 

Broadleaf Evergreen 
Code Scientific Name Common Name 
Io Ilex opaca American Holly 
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Evergreen 
Code Scientific Name Common Name 
Cp Chamaecyparis pisifera Sawara Falsecypress 
Jv Juniperus virginiana Eastern Redcedar 
Pa Picea abies Norway Spruce 
Pm Pseudotsuga menziesi Douglas Fir 
Pr Pinus resinosa Red Pine 
Ps Pinus strobus White Pine 
Tc Tsuga canadensis Eastern Hemlock 
Tcu Taxus cuspidate Japanese Yew 
To Thuja occidentalis Eastern Arborvitae 
 

Ornamental or Orchard  	
Code Scientific Name Common Name 
Cf Cornus florida Flowering Dogwood 
Cr Crataegus species Hawthorn 
Ma Malus species Crabapple 
Mp Malus pumila Apple 
Ms Magnolia species Magnolia 
Mso Magnolia soulangeana Saucer Magnolia 
Ps Prunus species Cherry 

 
This list of trees developed from fieldwork focuses on the trees identified on L13.	2019	
Tree	Plan included at the end of Chapter 3. 
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